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Electioneering
The federal election is scheduled for October 2015, although many
people think it will be called earlier if the government finds it convenient. And so it has started again, the worry and resentment over vote
splitting, the anguish over strategic voting, and the calls for co-operation
to get the Conservatives out of power. Perhaps it is even more urgent this
time, since the new anti-terror legislation clearly will allow more secret
police harassment of environmentalists who dare to have an opinion on
pipelines or tar sands.
But the opposition politicians are caught in their ritual dances, neither willing nor capable of providing leadership. What to do?
It is up to individual voters to balance their values – vote for what
you really want (if you can find it in this flawed selection process), or
vote to get rid of the greater evil.
You can do that by voting for the most likely candidate to win out
over the Conservative, but you will have to look carefully at your own
riding to determine who that is. It will be different in each situation. Do
not be misled by national media.
Delores Broten, Comox BC, March 2015

Breaking News At Press Time

Compliance Coal has withdrawn Raven coal mine, near Courtenay BC,
from the environmental screening process “at this time.” FMI coalwatch.ca

At the ’Shed
Expiry: The date your subscription expires should be printed on the top
line of the mailing label. We will send you a notice when it is up for renewal,
with our thanks for your support and interest.
Insert: The insert in this magazine is to encourage all the readers who do
not have a subscription to rectify that situation! We survive on reader support,
and if you want to see this content continue, we need your subscription.
Next Issue: For the summer issue, we are going to take a special look at
soil and we welcome your input.
What’s Up? As much as we wish we could, we can’t be everywhere at
once, so we need you to tell us what is happening in your watershed. Any troubling developments? Any great steps towards sustainability? Good news or sad
news – let us know so we can share it.
Missing a Copy? If you are missing a copy or a bundle, please let us know
and we will make it right. Email dawn@watershedsentinel.ca

When you want your message to reach thousands of concerned
and active readers, please contact us for our ad rate sheet at: 250-339-6117
www.watershedsentinel.ca or email: circ@watershedsentinel.ca

Next Issue Ad Deadline: April 26, 2015
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NEWS

Around The World
Compiled by Susan MacVittie

Radiation in Tibet
The radioactivity of snow-pit
samples collected in the spring of
2011 on four Tibetan Plateau glaciers
demonstrate a peak in each snow pit
profile, with peaks ten to tens of times
higher than background levels. The
timing of these peaks suggests that the
high radioactivity resulted from the
Fukushima nuclear accident that occurred in 2011 in eastern Japan. Fallout monitoring studies demonstrate
that this radioactive material was
transported by the westerlies across
the middle latitudes of the Northern
Hemisphere.
— www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed,
February 6, 2015
Nicaragua Builds Canal
Work has begun on the Nicaragua
Grand Canal, which is three times the
length of the Panama Canal, and will
cut through forests, wetlands, native
reserves, and a lake. Nicaragua’s government proposed the project and the
construction will be done by Hong
Kong Nicaragua Canal Development.
An environmental impact study has
not been done and scientists have expressed doubts about the project.
— www.scientificamerican.org,
February 11, 2015
Hershey Says No to GM
Hershey says it will no longer use
genetically modified sugar beet or soya
lecithin in its milk chocolate bars. The
decision came after Vermont voted for a
law requiring labelling of GM food.
— www.dailymail.co.uk,
February 24, 2015
Watershed Sentinel

Fish Boat Energy Source
A fishing trawler in Norway plays
the role of a wave power plant. It is
the product of a project which aims
for larger, purpose-built vessels to
transform wave motion into useful
electricity. The ship uses a “fluctuating water column” concept.

There are four vertical chambers
installed in the vessel’s bow, which the
sea water can flow in and out of. Each
of the chambers is capped by a connected turbine on the deck of the boat.
As the waves hit the ship, they cause
the water level inside each chamber
to go up. This causes a chain reaction
as the air pressure in the chamber’s
top part begins to increase, and thus
drives the turbine which generates
electricity. When the water flows back
out of each chamber, the lowered air
pressure sucks air in through the turbine which again causes it to spin and
generate electrical power
— www.vesselfinder.com,
February 12, 2015
Collective Power
Marin and Sonoma Counties in
California have taken control of their
energy through community choice
aggregation (CCA) – where a county
or municipality takes over the job of
buying and selling power, leaving grid
management and billing to the utility.
It aggregates customers from
3

every participating city, town, and
county and uses their collective purchasing power to procure exactly the
kind of electricity it wants.
The two main motivations to opt
for CCA are cheaper power and cleaner power.
— Grist, February 25, 2015
Sea Level Changes
A study has found that sea levels
on the east coast of North America
were undergoing an “extreme” surge,
rising four inches, in 2009 and 2010,
unlike any other in recorded history.
There was no recorded storm
during the events and researchers believe that global warming contributed
to the events. The study suggested a
change in ocean currents, coupled
with persistent winds that pushed water into the region, caused the spike.
The sea level has since dropped to
normal levels, but researchers expect
extreme rises to occur again.
— www.washingtonpost.com,
February 25, 2015
Wastewater Pits Found
Water officials in Kern County,
California discovered that oil producers have been dumping wastewater
into more than 300 unlined pits that
are operating without proper permits.
The pits are in a region where agricultural fields sit beside oil fields and
drought has made protecting groundwater paramount. Linings for pits are
not required, though officials said
they will consider requiring them in
the future. Kern County accounts for
at 80% of California’s oil production.
— www.latimes.com,
February 26, 2015
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LETTERS

The Harper Connection

Re: Evangelical Capitalism, January/February article
I have wondered how Stephen Harper could attend climate summits
and feel comfortable in his refusal to take action. Now I get it. Thank
you to Joyce Nelson and the Watershed Sentinel for publishing this very
enlightening article. I was encouraged to read that not all evangelical
churches in the US agree with this attack on environmentalism and wonder if the same holds true in Canada. I live in North Langley, a staunchly
conservative riding and part of the bible belt, and I would love to see this
article published in our local paper/handed out to church congregations
etc. Educating voters so that they are better informed when it comes to
voting in the next election is crucial.
Tricia Carpenter, North Langley, BC

Raven Coal Mine on Vancouver Island

Excerpt from a letter sent to media:
Current and projected market conditions such as a plunge in global
coal demand and prices, l000 miner layoffs and coal mine closures in
BC, and bleak market forecasts indicate now is not the time to invest in
building a new coal mine or coal port. Why hasn’t the Environmental
Assessment Office turned down the Raven Coal Mine Environmental
Impact Study on the basis of failure to provide credible economic projections?
Sharon Small, Denman Island, BC

Beware of Fear Mongering

Instead of succumbing to Prime Minister Harper’s obvious political
fear-mongering, Canadians should fear and oppose his government’s secret police legislation.
Perhaps one of the greatest fears of the proposed legislation is that
it provides the secret police the ability to take action against those who
protest resource development here in Canada. If pipeline companies are
able to pass through the legal hurdles they now face with the court cases
underway and begin construction, the legislation could see protest disrupted before it begins and those who plan civil disobedience in jail even
before they try to block the bulldozers. The RCMP was aware of the danger that the Ottawa shooter posed, but did not take action. Canada needs
to do a better job with the tools it has, instead of imposing new laws that
take away our freedoms.
Jim Cooperman, Lee Creek, BC

Pipeline Map Resource

I have been using your website as it is a great repository of information about pipeline projects, connecting people together, and general
sustainability. Thanks!
I am making a pipeline map, featuring projects, spill history, first
nations and land, etc. www.pipewatch.org
Victor Temprano, BC
Watershed Sentinel
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Uneconomic Economy?
Do you like forests, mountain peaks
Uninterrupted, flowing creeks ?
Do fish and wildlife interest you –
And proper Park protection, too ?
There really is no need to speak –
BC’ers know their land’s unique.
Well then, your views just represent
A different view from government.
And here comes the anomaly –
Victoria sees things differently;
They don’t like obstacles, you see,
That block the way for L.N.G.,
And since the gas is way down there –
They’ve plans to frack it everywhere.
If Parks and such get in the way,
“Just get them out of there” – they say.
All B.C. citizens should see
CPAW’s report, made recently;
They called it – rightly – “Gas Gone Wild,”
With planning that’s not reconciled
With due environmental need –
And paying not the slightest heed
To scientists ,who months ago,
Advised on fracking – “Go it slow”.
Before due planning is begun
Strategic studies must be done.
These pie-in-skiers we’ve elected
Would leave our coastline unprotected,
With tourism and our fishery
Giving their place to L.N.G.
Now Readers, you might find this comic –
“When are economists economic” ?
H. Barry Cotton. January 2015
The Watershed Sentinel welcomes letters but
reserves the right to edit for brevity, clarity,
legality, and taste.
Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send your musings and your missives to:
Watershed Sentinel, Box 1270, Comox BC
V9M 7Z8
editor@watershedsentinel.ca or online at
www.watershedsentinel.ca
March-April 2015

CANADA NEWS

Have You Heard?
Compiled by Susan MacVittie
BC Raw Log Exports
BC Stats indicates that 2013 was
the record year for raw log exports, with
6.6 million m3 of timber sent abroad.
That is more than six times the amount
that was being exported in the mid1990s. 2014 came in close behind with
more than 5.4 million m3 of raw wood
exported. BC gets fewer jobs and less
economic benefit from its forest resources than other provinces.
— www.thegreenpages.ca
February 5, 2015

BC Bottlers To Pay
Companies will pay only $2.25 to
bottle one million litres of groundwater when fees take effect in BC next
year.The levy was introduced by the
Ministry of Environment, which until
recently has not charged for the use
of groundwater. The ministry says
the fees are meant to cover the costs
of the May 2014 Water Sustainability
Act, which comes into force next year.
A petition at www.SumOfUs.org asks
BC to review the rates.
— www.theglobeandmail.com
February 6, 2015

BC Charged in Fuel Spill
A Provincial Court Judge has ruled
that the BC government will face charges in relation to Lemon Creek fuel spill.
33,000 litres of jet fuel was discharged into Lemon Creek and entered
the Slocan River and Kootenay River,
killing fish and harming aquatic ecology on July 26, 2013. Charges were laid
under the Fisheries Act against the provincial government and Executive Flight
Fuel Services Ltd by long time resident
Marilyn Burgoon. However, before a
summons can be issued, the evidence
must be reviewed by a judge.
—www.theprovince.com
December 23, 2014

Climate Change March
A climate change march will be
held April 11 in Quebec City, the Saturday before Canada’s premiers meet to
discuss what provinces can do to combat
climate change. Act on Climate, a coalition of environmental, student, union,
First Nations, and grassroots organizers
anticipate thousands of Canadians from
coast to coast to coast will participate.
— Nature Quebec, February 25, 2015

Fukushima Leak
Sensors at the Fukushima nuclear
plant in Japan have detected a fresh leak
of highly radioactive water to the sea,
highlighting difficulties in decommissioning the crippled plant.
Tokyo Electric Power Co said the
sensors were rigged to a gutter that pours
rain and ground water at the Fukushima
Daiichi plant to a nearby bay. The firm
said it shut the gutter to prevent radio-

Watershed Sentinel
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active water from going into the Pacific
Ocean, but local fishermen are disturbed.
— www.smh.com.au
February 22, 2015
Stop GE Apple
Close to 100 stores across BC have
now committed to not sell the genetically
engineered (GE) apple. If you have a local grocery store
that you think
would sign on to
not selling the GE
apple, please go
to www.gefreebc.
wordpress.com/
apple/ and download the retail letter
from Health Action Network Society and
take it into the store. If stores don’t stock
the apple, investors may pull the plug on
it, as they did with the genetically engineered pig at the University of Guelph.
Canadian consumers are concerned after
hearing the US government approved the
first GE apple, which was created by a
BC firm.
— GE Free BC, February 26, 2015
Greg

Law Lowers Sulphur
A new international law requiring
the elimination of sulphur from bunker
shipping fuel is having a dramatic impact on air pollution in Metro Vancouver, BC.
The amount of sulphur dioxide released into the atmosphere in the region
in 2015 is expected to drop 79 per cent
due in part to new restrictions on shipping fuel within 200 nautical miles off
the Canadian and US coastlines. The
largest source of sulphur dioxide is the
Chevron refinery in Burnaby, BC.
— Vancover Sun, February 12, 2015

Manitoba Apologizes
A northern Manitoba First Nation
has received a long-awaited apology
from the province for environmental and
social harm caused by the Jenpeg hydroelectric dam over the past four decades.
First Nation members had occupied the Jenpeg hydroelectric dam for
six weeks late last year after hundreds
marched to the site on October 16. The
hydro system floods 65 square kilometres of Pimicikamak land and causes
severe damage to thousands of kilometres of shoreline.
— www.cbc.ca, January 20, 2015
March-April 2015
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Photo by Ian McAllister

by Susan MacVittie
On January 15, helicopters lifted
into the skies over British Columbia’s South Selkirk and South Peace
regions to start the killing of wolves.
The goal is to limit the wolves’ predation on dwindling interior caribou
herds, the populations of which have
dropped to critical levels. Between
2009 and 2014, the South Selkirk herd
dropped from 46 to just 18 animals.
The government is spending up to
two million dollars on the operation
to shoot and kill wolves from the air.
The “cull” was announced as 180
wolves, but assistant deputy minister
of the Resource Stewardship Division
of the Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations, Tom
Ethier, says that the cull will likely
be a five year project. “At the end of
those five years, we’re going to do that
analysis as to whether this effort was
worth it.”
Ian McAllister, wildlife photographer and founder of the conservation group Pacific Wild, agrees the
caribou face a dire predicament. But
he disagrees that killing wolves is the
way to save them.
“The fundamental threat to caribou is human encroachment and destruction of their habitat,” says McWatershed Sentinel

Allister. “The government
is not moving forward to
protect adequate amounts
of habitat to save the caribou, they’re instead using
wolves as a scapegoat.”
“We cannot allow the
culling of a species to become
a standard wildlife management
tool in BC. We also believe that the
hunt is breaking the government’s
own animal cruelty laws. It states
that animals must be inspected after
being shot to ensure they are dead
and not wounded – but we know that
these helicopters are unable to land in
most areas where the wolves are being
hunted.”
The government says it is deploying “trained sharpshooters” to ensure
the wolves are humanely killed, not
just injured.
McAllister doesn’t buy it.
“There’s no way they can kill that
many wolves without missing shots
and injuring animals,” he said. “You
will have wounded wolves returning
to ripped-apart family units. These
are intelligent animals with strong social bonds and their suffering will be
extreme.”
Since 2005, the Canadian government has shot nearly 1,000 wolves
to protect a herd of threatened boreal
caribou in the forests of Alberta. But
a recent study suggests that this approach has limited benefit.
It is enough to keep the population of caribou from shrinking further, but it will not allow the animals
– a geographically distinct population of Rangifer tarandus, known in
Europe as reindeer – to increase their
number, finds the November analysis
published in the Canadian Journal of
Zoology. That would require placing
6

new limits on industrial development
in Alberta.
Vahalla Wilderness Watch states
that “the South Selkirk herd crashed
to 25-30 animals in the early 1970s,
when wolves were virtually extirpated from the area .… When BC and
Idaho began to talk about recovering
the herd in the mid-1980s, it had an
estimated 13 animals, and there was
no mention by either government of
wolves being the cause. Government
biologists said the main predators
were cougars. Even BC’s 2008 Mountain Caribou Recovery Plan mentioned only ‘cougar management’ as
predator control for the area.”
Since the announcement to cull
wolves, thousands of letters and
emails have been sent and Ministry phone lines have been busy with
people expressing their outrage. Over
170,000 people have signed Pacific
Wild’s petition opposing the wolf kill
and people are donating to their Indiegogo campaign. The money is being
used to support ground crews documenting the kill program, and for an
ad campaign to bring this issue front
and centre to British Columbians.
The hope is that someday wolves
will receive the level of protection
such highly social and intelligent animals deserve. For now, helicopters are
flying in the sky and with the aid of
satellite tracking collars (placed on
the wolves a year ago by the BC government), packs of wolves will be shot
and may be left to die a cruel and inhumane death.
t
Susan MacVittie is managing
editor of the Watershed Sentinel and
is grateful to have viewed wolves
via Pacific Wild’s live feed cameras.
www.pacificwild.org
March-April 2015

PIPELINES

by Derek Leahy
“I do not want to be
the grand chief who consented to a pipeline that’s
going to destroy 30 per
cent of the fresh water in
Ontario, in Treaty 3 territory,” Treaty 3 Grand
Chief Warren White said in a speech
outlining his objections to TransCanada’s proposed Energy East oil pipeline in February.
“I did not come here for consultation. I came here to let everyone know
what Energy East is all about … In
unity in Treaty 3 we will be the ones
to stop this. Our communities, our
youth, our leadership are being called
on by other nations,” White stated,
while presenting at a public meeting
hosted by the Ontario Energy Board
in Kenora, Ontario.
TransCanada “low balled” and
“tried to pull a fast one” on Treaty 3
chiefs, according to White. The pipeline company agreed to participate in
a consultation process based on Treaty 3 Resource Law or Manito Aki Inakonigaawin in Anishinaabe (Ojibwe),
but failed to actually engage in the
process. TransCanada was a no-show
for a meeting with Treaty 3 chiefs on
December 21 last year.
“I am very upset right now and
you put that in your report, that Energy East, TransCanada, whatever
you wanna call it, are there for the
dollar signs, and nothing about the
land, nothing about how we survive,”
White said.
“I do not want to be the grand
chief that’s remembered as, ‘all he
wanted was the money.’ I do not want
to be the grand chief known as the
destroyer of the lands, waters, sacred
sites, rivers, trees, animals, birds …
We are going to get another Grassy
Watershed Sentinel

Narrows situation, an oil spill will
happen no matter how safe you guys
say it is.”
If approved, the 1.1 million barrel
a day pipeline stretching from Alberta
to New Brunswick would operate on
Treaty 3 territory. Treaty 3 includes
over twenty-five Anishinaabe First
Nations whose traditional territory
covers an area of northwestern Ontario larger than Newfoundland.
White’s speech was part of the
ongoing public consultations Ontario’s energy regulator – Ontario Energy Board – is conducting with communities and First Nations along Energy East’s proposed route in northern
and eastern Ontario.
The
provincial
government
claims it will partly base its position
on Energy East in light of the board’s
findings. Ontario plans on arguing its
case for or against Energy East at the
National Energy Board (NEB) hearings on the pipeline project expected
to take place later this year.
Ontario has identified seven conditions for its approval of the pipeline,
including that “proponents and governments” fulfill their constitutional
duty to consult with the province’s
First Nations on the project.
“When you send me correspondence and I never participated, that
does not constitute consultation. We
keep hearing [from] government
about meaningful consultation, the
duty to consult. I never consented to
be part of this [regulatory] process,”
7

White told the Ontario
Energy Board.
The federal government has the constitutional duty to consult
with First Nations, Metis
and Inuit on projects that
may infringe upon their
aboriginal and treaty rights, according to the Supreme Court of Canada
decision in Haida First Nation vs British Columbia in 2004. There is no
indication yet that the federal government plans to fulfill this legal duty in
the case of Energy East.
White expressed his lack of faith
that the Ontario Energy Board and
National Energy Board processes
are interested in protecting Treaty 3
rights:
“No matter what we say as intervenor or [in] protest to the Ontario
Energy Board and National Energy
Board we know you are still going to
move forward [with the pipeline], but
without our consent,” White said.
Ontario has come under fire recently for weakening its stance on Energy East. Premier Kathleen Wynne
announced last December the province would not take into account the
potential upstream greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions of Energy East
when deciding whether to support the
project.
The Ontario Energy Board has
also been criticized for its claims Energy East, North America’s largest
proposed pipeline project, will likely
have a “relatively modest” impact on
GHG emissions in Canada.
t
Derek Leahy is a freelance writer
and volunteers his time helping communities become aware of Line 9 and
Energy East. First published on www.
desmogblog.ca
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HEALTH

by Dr. Thierry Vrain
Why is everybody so confused
about Genetically Modified Organisms? We are saturated with daily
messages about GMOs, a veritable
barrage about how bad they really are.
It is all very ominous and fuzzy with
nothing really concrete either way.
The confusion about the safety
of GMOs is quite simple to address.
The only GMOs currently in our agriculture in Canada and the USA are
RoundUp Ready crops, also known as
Glyphosate Modified Organisms and
the only GMOs in our food supply are
from these crops. RoundUp Ready
crops are engineered to be sprayed
with the herbicide RoundUp and this
technology has become so successful that RoundUp has become a major
pollutant and food contaminant. This
chemical pollution is antibiotic, it impacts the microbiome, impairs CYP
enzymes, and depletes food of essential mineral micronutrients. That
is all you need to know about GMOs
and engineered foods – they are all
contaminated with a chemical that
demineralizes the food and will make
you sick in the long term.

Sponsored by

glasswaters
foundation

Photo by Ralph Daily

Descaling Agent

Glyphosate is the active ingredient of the herbicide RoundUp, a new
molecule created in 1960 by Stauffer
Chemicals, a US company with a
business of cleaning mineral scales
from industrial pipes and boilers. The
mineral deposits (same as in electric
kettles) are called scales, and the pipe
cleaning chemicals are called descaling agents. Glyphosate was patented
8

in 1964 in the US as a powerful and
very broad spectrum descaling agent
– a demineralizer.
This means it
binds to minerals indiscriminately
and does a great job at “dissolving and
preventing minerals from being reactive or bioavailable in solution.” When
the descaling solution was disposed of
in nature, it was obvious that it killed
plants. The chemical company Monsanto promptly bought the molecule,
patented it as a herbicide in 1969, and
got it commercialized as RoundUp in
1974.
This molecule is making history
because glyphosate has become the
most successful agricultural chemical in North and South America and
beyond, wherever RoundUp Ready
seeds are used. The farmers using this
technology get simpler and cheaper
weed management and, despite higher input bills and sometimes disappointing yields, with weed resistance
spreading fast, it has been a huge
commercial success.
The herbicide RoundUp had a
completely novel chemistry for a herbicide in 1969. It was deemed to kill
plants by bonding to only one protein
enzyme in the plant cells. Animals
do not have that enzyme, so it was assumed at the time that animals would
not be affected. Glyphosate has little
acute toxicity to speak of – although
studies clearly indicated acute effects
toward invertebrates and amphibians,
and at the time of registration in the
US and Canada, nobody bothered to
check for chronic effects. Glyphosate was pronounced innocuous to
humans and registered as such in the
USA and in Canada. Considering its
March-April 2015
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chemical capability of demineralizing
its environment, the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) officers
who signed off the registration papers
clearly were asleep at the helm. Any
toxicologist would expect long term
chronic effects in animals, equivalent to vitamin depletion diseases like
rickets, scurvy, or beriberi, from progressive lack of mineral nutrients.
Residue Levels of Glyphosate

The animal feeding studies proving the safety of GMOs do not include
testing for the safety of glyphosate.
None of them mentions the residue
levels of glyphosate in the feed. Meanwhile, a fast-growing series of independent studies in various countries
published in the last five years have
ascertained the impact of glyphosate
on various cellular enzymes and organs of animals and of human cells.
The first RoundUp Ready crops
to be commercialized were soy and
corn, released in 1996. Today close
to 500 million acres of soy and corn,
and cotton, canola, and sugar beet are
engineered to be sprayed with RoundUp, with close to two billion pounds
of glyphosate every year.
So much of that finds its way
into animal feed and processed food,
that the US Environmental Protection
Agency had to raise the legal residue
limits last year to accommodate a new
reality. Legally, your meal could have
30 ppm (parts per million) of glyphosate in your breakfast cereal, 100 ppm
in animal grains, 120 ppm in soybean,
and every food item in between.
Why such a high residue limit for
cereals when none of them are engineered to be sprayed with RoundUp?
RoundUp is sprayed on many non-engineered crops with the intent to kill
them right before harvest. This is done
to mature and dry the crops quickly
to make them easier and cheaper to
harvest. The RoundUp herbicide has
been used as a desiccant for the last
10 years.
Watershed Sentinel

RoundUp Works
When it was registered in 1974, RoundUp was deemed to kill
plants by bonding to only one protein enzyme in the chloroplasts
– the same enzyme that is also in bacteria and fungi. Enzymes
are metalloproteins with a metal atom as a cofactor at the active
site of the molecule. Bacteria and plants and fungi have a metalloprotein called EPSPS for short. It works with other metalloproteins to “make” several of the building blocks of proteins, the
aromatic amino acids. These molecules are also building blocks
for a large number of aromatic molecules we call secondary
compounds. Glyphosate binds tightly to the manganese atom at
the centre of the EPSPS metalloprotein, so tightly that the protein cannot move and do its work making aromatic amino acids. No protein
synthesis means there is no metabolic work possible, a quick death for the
plant, or the fungi, or the bacteria. Animals do not make their own aromatic
amino acids since they lack the pathway with the EPSPS metalloprotein.
We have no official data on residues of glyphosate in food or in water
in Canada. No epidemiological studies of any kind have ever been done.
All we have are human cell studies
and animal feeding studies, and they
show acute and chronic effects. We
learned last year that glyphosate bioaccumulates in animals that eat the
plants after they have been sprayed.
It accumulates in the lungs, the heart,
kidneys, intestine, liver, spleen, muscles, and bones … and chronically ill
people have higher residues in their
urine than healthy people.
Human Bacteria

This is scary when you know that
glyphosate is a powerful and broad
spectrum antibiotic. The medical field
is now interested in funding a large
multi-university research project to
explore the community of thousands
of species of bacteria that call us
home. The Human Microbiome project is the equivalent of the Human Genome project in its scope, because one
hundred trillion bacterial cells call
our lower intestine home. They are
forever sending signaling-molecules
to each other and to all human organs,
particularly the brain.
All animals depend on their symbiosis with these bacteria, and humans are no exception. They are the
teachers of our immune system, they
make the neurotransmitters for our
brain, and have a strong connection
9

to the heart and the whole digestive
tract. They literally feed us all kinds
of molecules that we require – we
call them essential, like vitamins and
such. They digest and recycle most of
our food. Human organs rely on molecular signals from the microbiome
for normal functioning, and as goes
the microbiome so does its human
shell.
Over 60 governments around the
world have found the evidence compelling enough, in the past few years
to legislate some form of labeling, or
to ban RoundUp Ready crops and the
herbicide RoundUp. And their numbers are growing steadily. In Canada
we need a social movement to advertise this issue. My hope is that this
article will be shared widely so more
people are warned.
Dear reader, I’ll be happy to send
you the selected references I use to
document my assertions in this document. The references are also posted
on the Watershed Sentinel website.
Dr. Thierry Vrain, thierryv@telus.net
t
Dr. Thierry Vrain is a retired soil
biologist and genetic engineer who
spent his whole research career with
the Department of Agriculture in
Canada.
See also “Monsanto’s Roundup:
Enough to Make You Sick,” Organic
Consumers Association, January
2015.
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the Friends of Cortes Island
Sustainability Education Fund

by Christian Gronau
When my wife, Maria, and I
took a Geiger counter and tested local
fish on Cortes Island, BC, the readings were zero above the background
count. My recent measurements of
beach kelp produced the same result.
The local environment does not
show any evidence, least of all accumulations, of Fukushima-related radioactivity, which is good news.
An aside about background radiation: radioactivity has always been
with us. Indeed, in the geologic past,
Earth was much more radioactive than
it is today: all living things lived and
evolved with and, to a demonstrable
degree, even benefitted from it.
When I first started monitoring
radiation levels on Cortes in early
2014, the average background reading was 0.08 µSievert per hour (established repeatedly over 24 hour
intervals). By July of that year, it had
risen to 0.1 µSv/h. At present, (January 2015) it has gone down again to
0.09 µSv/h.
In other words: background radiation values fluctuate, without any
clearly identifiable immediate cause.
Much of the background radiation is
Background Radiation

The dose is measured in sieverts
(Sv) and is more commonly expressed
in units of either millisieverts (mSv) –
which represents a thousandth of a
sievert – or microsieverts (μSv) – one
millionth of a sievert.
The total worldwide average
effective dose from natural radiation
is approximately 2.4 mSv per year; in
Canada, it is 1.8 mSv. In some parts
of the world, it is naturally much higher
– for instance on the Kerala Coast in
India, the annual effective dose is 12.5
mSv.
—Canadian
Nuclear
Safety
Commision, nuclearsafety.gc.ca
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cosmic in origin, incoming from the
sun and the rest of the universe with
an additional contribution from terrestrial (geological) sources. It is
significant, perhaps surprising, that
Cortes Island radiation levels are consistently below global average.
A word about fluctuations, for
those readers who might have a radiation meter at their disposal: spot

measurements can have surprising
and misleading results. Recent momentary (not sustained for more than
30 seconds) values have been bouncing between such extremes as 0.034
µSv/h and 0.164µSv/h!
The larger picture, as reported by
Fisheries and Oceans at the end of December 2014, shows that identifiable
radioactive isotopes from the 2011
Fukushima disaster have traversed
the Pacific Ocean and have reached
the continental shelf of BC. Values are
predicted to increase until 2016, when
they will begin to decline again.
Canadian guidelines allow drinking water to contain as many as 10,000
Becquerel per cubic meter. The Pacific waters are expected to reach a peak
concentration of 5 Bq per cubic meter,
before dropping down to the traditional value of 1 Bq again. (Please read
the last two sentences again: even if
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“The sievert (symbol: Sv) … is
a measure of the health effect of low
levels of ionizing radiation on the human
body. Quantities that are measured
in sieverts are intended to represent
the stochastic health risk, which for
radiation dose assessment is defined as
the probability of cancer induction and
genetic damage.”
—en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sievert

you distrust Canadian guidelines and/
or test results, the difference between
10,000 and 5 is so great as to accommodate even the most grievous error
or fudging of values.)
Our local observations confirm
what Fisheries and Oceans have been
saying: the aquatic plume, originating
at Fukushima, has barely reached the
west coast of BC, and it has definitely
not penetrated any inland waters yet.
Even once it has reached around the
north and south ends of Vancouver
Island, I doubt very much that our instrumentation will allow us to detect
any increase in radiation levels – and
even if it did, it would be so minimal
as to be of no consequence.
In summation (and side-stepping
the confusion of measurement units):
Cortes Island background radiation
is less than the global average. Even
at the peak of the Fukushima plume,
our ocean water will contain one twothousandth of the radiation allowed
for drinking water by the Canadian
government.
Good news, then: go eat the local
fish (even the wide-ranging salmon),
swim in the ocean and, if you must,
take that kelp off the beach and into
your vegetable garden.
t
Christian Gronau studied palaeontology and geology in Germany. He
and his wife live on Cortes Island.
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Sovereign wealth and pension funds want to acquire Saskatchewan farmland
by Dan Patterson

lion acres over time.
The Public Service Pension Plan, capitalized at more
than $90 billion, is also determined to acquire a chunk of
“the Last Best West.”
Other Canadian pension plans, which are structured as
trusts and not eligible to acquire Saskatchewan farmland,
are chafing over the evident disparity that is keeping them
out of this acquisition race. One can expect a serious lobbying campaign to correct this perceived inequity.
Foremost in many young farmers’ minds is how these
acquisition agendas will diminish their own modest aspirations to expand. Competing with pension funds and investment entities with access to hundreds of billions of dollars
is a daunting and discouraging prospect.
However, the implications go beyond individual producers. Saskatchewan’s rural economic and social structure
would be radically and irrevocably degraded.
For example the CPP Investment Board is required by
its enabling legislation to maximize returns on its assets.
The Assiniboia entity, which continues to manage the land
sold to the CPPIB, will be pursuing the same imperative.
Managing the rental of a million acres would be an
entirely different enterprise than 130,000 acres. The land
would necessarily and inevitably be consolidated into large
blocks operated by commercial scale corporate concerns.
The result will be the beginning of the end of local family
ownership as the basis of our farm ownership structure.
The deterioration of rural communities will accelerate.
t
Dan Patterson was general manager of Saskatchewan’s
Farm Land Security Board for 20 years. This article was
first published in the November edition of The Western Producer.

The aggressive attempts of investment concerns to
acquire large tracts of Saskatchewan farmland should be
among the issues addressed in the Saskatchewan legislature.
Progressive Conservative leader Rick Swenson has
been bringing this matter forward, but the two parties in
control of the legislature seem oblivious to the threat this
represents to rural Saskatchewan.
Saskatchewan’s farm ownership legislation was designed in the early 1970s to prevent investment entities,
including pension plans, from deploying their vast financial resources in the acquisition of farmland. However, the
Farm Land Security Board is increasingly being challenged
in its mandate to effectively enforce the provisions of The
Saskatchewan Farm Security Act.
This reflects a worldwide agenda of farmland acquisition by sovereign wealth funds, investment management
funds, and pension plans.
Farmland has become a prime investment target for
solid low risk capital gains, particularly since the last recession.
As well, there is a growing belief that a rapidly increasing world population and the effects of climate change will
exacerbate food supply issues. Some high population, low
resource nations are attempting to gain direct control over
food production assets around the world. Food security has
arrived on the geo-political agenda.
The Farm Land Security Board is facing complex financial structures designed to thwart the statutory mechanisms that limit institutional land acquisitions.
For example, the board is currently in court defending its capacity to restrict a complicated entity built around
land value derivatives rather than direct acquisition. If successful, the entity could employ large amounts of capital
obtained through the stock market.
Canadian pension funds are also keen to invest in our
farmland.
The announcement of the acquisition of the farmland
assets of Assiniboia Farmland LLP by the Canada Pension
Plan Investment Board (CPPIB) last December initially
drew little attention in the farm community, despite the
comments of a CPPIB senior vice-president that it intends
to invest $2 to $3 billion in farm land assets over the next
five years.
The CPP farmland portfolio could easily grow to a milWatershed Sentinel
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MINING

by Jack Caldwell
The failure of the Mt Polley tailings facility vindicated
Karl Terzaghi and Ralph B. Peck, the two great engineers
who founded the science and art of geotechnical engineering. They always warned that the undetected geological feature, stratum, or layer was the cause of
failure. This is exactly what happened at
the part of the embankment that failed
at the Mt Polley mine – the original site
investigation failed to identify or characterize a layer of glaciofluvial clay.
Subsequent work failed to establish correctly the strength of the layer. And that
layer failed when the load from the embankment exceeded
the strength of the clay.
But many other factors contributed to the magnitude
and consequences of failure. Think of the domino metaphor: there is a line of dominoes all standing upright next
to each other; push the first one over and it topples the next
one that knocks over the next, until they all fall down and
flow to Hazeltine Creek. If only somebody had thought to
remove one of the dominoes, or thought to glue one to the
base. That would have stopped the line of dominoes falling
down and flowing to Quesnal Lake.
Watershed Sentinel

The Domino Effect

The first domino at Mt Polley was the clay that was too
weak to resist the loads on it.
The second domino at Mt Polley was the steep slope of
the embankment – it had been designed to
be inclined at two horizontal to one vertical – but because of a shortage of materials, had been built much steeper, namely at
1.3 horizontal to one vertical.
The third domino was the presence of
water upstream of the embankment. The
official report notes that if the elevation of
the water had been one metre lower, there would have been
time and opportunity to fix the failing embankment.
The fourth domino was the fluid tailings that were able
to flow out and flow far once the embankment failed. The
official report, Independent Expert Engineering Investigation Review Board Report on Mt Polley Tailings Storage
Facility Breach (January 30, 2015), notes that if the pool
of supernatant water had been kept far away from the perimeter, the tailings might have dried and consolidated and
not been susceptible to flow in the absence of embankment
containment.
12
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MINING
“Mount Polley Mine dam breach 2014” by Jesse Allen,
using Landsat data from the U.S. Geological Survey.
Caption by Adam Voiland, Visible Earth, NASA.
Licensed
under Public
Domain via
Wikimedia
Commons

In short, the dominos were perfectly lined up to fail en
masse and catastrophically. And they did.
Prior Knowledge

The consultants and regulators knew the system was
weak. This is why they knew this: conventional engineering practice is to characterize the overall safety of an engineering structure by calculating its factor of safety. This is
simply the ratio of the overall strength of the system to the
loads that could cause failure. Long-standing convention
for dams is that the factor of safety should be 1.3 during
construction, before the water or tailings are impounded.
The long-standing convention is that the factor of safety be
1.5 once dam operation or tailings placement begins.
When the Mt Polley dam failed its factor of safety was
1.3, not 1.5, in spite of the huge volume of tailings and water
that it impounded. This is the result of what can only be
called “creative” word play on the part of the engineers who
argued that because the embankment was continuously being built, 1.3 applied. They argued that 1.5 should apply
only at closure of the dam.
The regulators knew this and had protested. They had
written in a September 19, 2012 communication from the
Ministry of Energy and Mines to the Mt Polley Mining
Company: The factor of safety for the main embankment
is only marginally above the short-term design criteria of
1.3... AMEC [Mining consultant company]has interpreted
Table 6-2 from the 2007 Dam Safety Guidelines somewhat
differently than I have seen in the past. This table recommends a minimum factor of safety of 1.3 at the end of
construction and ‘before reservoir filling’ and a factor of
safety of 1.5 at the ‘normal reservoir level.’ AMEC has interpreted the construction period as the entire pre-closure
period, and this is open to debate. However, I consider that
sufficient mitigation measures are in place (i.e., piezometer
trigger thresholds) to support this more liberal interpretation in this instance.
The probability of failure of a system with a factor of
safety of 1.5 can be thousands of times less than the probability of failure of a system with a factor of safety of 1.3. In
the case of Mt Polley, we now know the probability of failure
of a system with a factor of safety of 1.3 can indeed be one.
Had the embankment been built to the intended two
horizontal to one, the factor of safety would have been 1.5
and the probability of failure thousands of times less – it
probably would not have failed.

not continue to build tailings facilities using one hundred
year old technology. The report itself calls for the use of
Best Available Technology: filter-pressed tailings; polymer-amended tailings; no water in the facility; and the use
of independent peer review panels.
The report includes a picture of the Greens Creek filterpressed tailings facility. This has operated safely since the
1980s. I drilled and sampled the underlying soils in 1983.
They are glacial lacustrine soils of very low strength and
great sensitivity – push them a bit and they change from a
solid to a fluid. It was obvious that a conventional tailings
facility would not work. To their credit, the mine owners
protested, but eventually went with filter-pressed tailings.
At the Suncor oil sand mine, they are amending the
mature fine tailings with polymer. I know from personal
observation that the resulting tailings go solid and strong at
a rate far in excess of the unamended tailings.
The Best Practices have been practiced for decades.
Now all that remains is for the industry to adopt them en
masse.
t
Jack Caldwell is a semi-retired civil engineer who has
worked most of his career on mine tailings facility design,
construction, operation, and closure in more countries than
he cares to revisit.

Put Best Practices to Use

What does all this mean to future tailings facility design, construction, operation, and closure? Steve Vick, one
of the authors of the report, is quoted as saying that we canWatershed Sentinel
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How a BC couple is moving towards energy
self-sufficiency

by Ana Simeon
It has been a very long haul since we took the plunge
last June and paid for our solar equipment, manufactured in
China, to be transported across the US border to our home
in Kaslo, BC. Free trade has really destroyed our own manufacturing economy, but that is a whole other conversation.
Sometime on December 5, 2014, electricity from six of the
eight solar panels that are hooked up to our batteries, began
feeding energy to our fridge, and to some of the circuits in
our house. We have a gizmo in the kitchen that tells us that
we burn 130 watts when the fridge is running and about 17
watts when it is not.
The capacity of our solar panels is 300 watts each, so
that is 2,400 watts for eight panels. We have not worked out
the capacity of our batteries, but I can tell you that one day
in December our batteries, (sealed silicon salt), went from
a quarter charged to fully charged in approximately three
hours of winter sunlight. I have determined that when the
fridge is on, I think we drain 4.6 amps from our batteries.
We are still waiting for one more set of cables to hook up
the last two panels, and for the electrical inspector to approve the electrician’s work. Then FortisBC can move the
meter base from our house to the solar shed on the lot line
and hook the whole system in so we can net meter.
The electrician has explained that we cannot wire the
electric stove, and possibly not the hot water heater, into our
Watershed Sentinel

system, as it would be too much for the inverter. However,
we hope to hook in the rest of the household circuits, and
hopefully, try with the hot water heater as well.
The way I want the system to work is that our house
will draw down the batteries, which in turn will be recharged from the solar panels, only drawing from the grid
when more power is being consumed than created. I am
hoping we can restrict drawing power off the grid to night
time to help shave the usual consumption peak loads. We
are even planning to buy a solar barbecue to lessen use of
the stove, and will consider other ways to cook our food that
does not include the stove.
The electrician has a concern that there will be times
when the volume of power required will exceed what the
inverter and storage batteries can handle, hence the debate
over whether to plug the hot water heater into the system.
At some point my partner, Gail, and I will have to look at
the manuals to make sure we understand how all the components work. Fortunately, a next-door neighbour recently
cut down an old fir, which will now allow us to maximize
winter sunlight. The experiment to see how much household electricity we can generate on our own lot in Kaslo
has begun.
14
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In October, 2014 we attended the fourth cross-border
conference on the Columbia River Basin sponsored by the
Columbia Basin Trust and the Northwest Power and Conservation Council in Spokane, Washington. It is very clear
that there are many individuals, families, and organizations
Solar Equipment
$11,651
who want to restore the Columbia River ecosystem, from
Canadian Tax
$583
the headwaters to the mouth of the river in Oregon.
Electrician 		
$4,462
My friend and colleague, Bill Green, has spent twenty
Building and Equipment Supplies
$2,791
years of his working life dedicated to collaborating with
Solar Equipment Shed Labour $1,245
First Nations trying to restore the salmon run that our
Trenching $929
building of the hydro-electric dams destroyed on the Kootenay-Columbia rivers. We have a renewed run crossing the
Total = $21,661
border at Osoyoos, BC and have technically determined
that it is feasible to bring salmon
We are moving our meter
across the border on the main stem
base from the house to the back
of the Columbia and Kootenay rivof the lot, hence $929 for trenchers. A goal of 2030 has been set to
ing, because my spouse, Gail,
establish this new run – less than a
has a mild sensitivity to electriccentury since salmon last went up
ity, which is part of a much larger
the Slocan River in BC. However,
Multiple-Chemical Sensitivity illwe still do not know whether there
ness. That said, Gail and I estimate
are enough nutrients in the river
that we have now spent in excess
system to sustain a salmon run.
of $26,000 since 2007, retrofitting
That is what the energy selfour house so we would consume
sufficiency goal that Gail and I
less electricity energy from the
have set is all about: creating space
grid. When I suggest to Gail that Andy Shadrack with his solar system in Kaslo, BC for salmon to come up the Columwe will not see a financial payback
bia River again. In the big scheme
from this investment in our lifetime (I am 64 and Gail is 57),
of things, reducing our personal consumption by 2,105 kWh
she retorts that this was never about financial payback, but
each year is very minuscule. But a local electrician tells me
about seeing how much smaller a footprint we could create.
that he has five more homes waiting to have solar systems
installed. Likewise, at least three of our neighbours want to
Conserving Energy – It’s for the Salmon
are observing how our system works before they take the
If you take into account the amount of energy that was
plunge. I am aware of fifty solar systems being installed
used to have our solar equipment made and transported,
over the last three years in North Kootenay Lake, Lardeau
this is where I get angry about Free Trade. And we have
and Duncan valleys, BC.
not even begun to talk about the ecological destruction that
As Malcom Gladwell points out in The Tipping Point,
took place to extract the resources that went in to making
“little things can make a big difference.” Think about the
our solar equipment. For example, the steel on which the
next federal election and who we are going to support and
panels are mounted, the wood and concrete used to house
why, and whether that candidate’s values and vision include
the solar equipment, etc. I am not sure about the ecological
socio-economic equity, and justice for fish and all the other
balance either.
species with which we share our the planet.
However, if everybody in BC cut their consumption of
We can make a difference in the kind of economy and
household energy in half, as Gail and I gradually did besociety we build, and we do that every day in the financial
tween 2006 and 2012, then we could bolster our argument
choices we make.
against the construction of the Site C dam. Gail and I live
t
in the “belly of the beast”, in that 44% of the electricity
generated in BC comes out of the Kootenays via, primarily,
Andy Shadrack lives in Kaslo, BC and has been an acthe Columbia River Treaty hydro dams. We have lived with
tive member of the Green Party since 1993.
that knowledge since we first met at Notre Dame University
in Nelson in the 1970s.
The Cost

This experiment is not for the faint hearted financially,
but the costs below are better than the $70,000 we were
originally quoted a decade ago:

Watershed Sentinel
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WATER

by Stephen Leahy
I have a confession: I knocked back 320 pints
at the pub last night. I actually only had two shots of
a decent single malt but it took 320 pints of water to
grow and process the grain used to make the whisky. That’s
a whole lot of water considering the average bathtub holds
60 to 80 litres.
Even after 20 years of covering environmental issues in
two dozen countries I had no idea of the incredible amounts
of water needed to grow food or make things. Now, after
two years working on my book, Your Water Footprint: the
shocking facts about how much water we use to make everyday products, I’m still amazed that the t-shirt I’m wearing needed 3,000 litres to grow and process the cotton; or
that 140 litres went into my morning cup of coffee. The rest
of my breakfast swallowed 1,012 litres: small orange juice
(200 litres); two slices of toast (112 litres); two strips of bacon (300 litres); and two eggs (400 litres).

the direct use of water for drinking, cooking and
showering is by comparison. Each day the average
North American uses 300 to 400 litres. (Flushing toilets is the biggest water daily use, not showers.) 400 litres
is not a trivial amount; however, the virtual water that’s in
the things we eat, wear and use each day averages 7,500
litres in North America, resulting in a daily water footprint
of almost 8,000 litres. That’s more than twice the size of
the global average. Think of running shoes side by side: the
global shoe is a size 8; the North American a size 18. By
contrast, the average water footprint of an individual living
in China or India is size 6.
Peak Water is Here

Water scarcity is a reality in much of the world. About
1.2 billion people live in areas with chronic scarcity, while
2 billion are affected by shortages every year. And as the
ongoing drought in California proves, water scarcity is an
increasing reality for the US and Canada. Water experts
estimate that by 2025 three in five people may be living
with water shortages.
While low-flow shower heads and toilets are great water savers, the water footprint concept can lead to even bigger reductions in water consumption. For example, green
fuels may not be so green. Biodiesel made from soybeans
has an enormous water footprint, averaging more than
11,000 litres per litre of biodiesel. And this doesn’t include
the large amounts of water needed for processing. Why so
much water? Green plants aren’t “energy-dense,” so it takes
a lot of soy to make the fuel.
Beef also has a big footprint, over 11,000 litres for
a kilo. If a family of four served chicken instead of beef
they’d reduce their water use by an astonishing 900,000 litres a year. That’s enough to fill an Olympic size pool to
a depth of two feet. If this same family opted for Meatless Mondays, they’d save another 400,000 litres. Now they
could fill that pool halfway.
We can do nearly everything using less water. It’s all
about smart substitutions and changes, rather than sacrifice
and self-denial, but we can’t make the right choices unless
we begin to see and understand the invisible ways in which
we rely on water.
t
Stephen Leahy is an environmental journalist based in
Ontario, Canada

Water More Valuable and Useful Than Oil

Researching all this I soon realized that we’re surrounded by a hidden world of water. Litres and litres of it
are consumed by everything we eat, and everything we use
and buy. Cars, furniture, books, dishes, TVs, highways,
buildings, jewellery, toys and even electricity would not
exist without water. It’s no exaggeration to say that water is
far more valuable and useful than oil.
A water footprint adds up the amount of water consumed to make, grow or produce something. I use the term
consumed to make it clear that this is water that can no
longer be used for anything else. Often water can be cleaned
or reused so those amounts of water are not included in the
water footprints in the book. The water footprint of 500ml
of bottled water is 5.5 litres: 0.5 for the water in the bottle and another five contaminated in the process of making
the plastic bottle from oil, but hardly anyone in business or
government accounts for it.
The amounts of water documented in Your Water Footprint are based primarily on research done at the University of Twente in the Netherlands, where Arjen Hoekstra
originated the concept of water footprints. The amount
consumed to make something varies enormously depending on where the raw materials come from and how they
are processed. Wheat grown in dry desert air of Morocco
needs a lot more water than wheat grown in soggy Britain.
For simplicity, the amounts in the book are global averages.
One of the biggest surprises was learning how small
Watershed Sentinel
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PIPELINES

by Bonny Glambeck
“My heart was
pounding as I took
the microphone to
speak to the crowd of
two hundred rallied
at the foot of Burnaby
Mountain. Not because I was nervous
about speaking, but
because of the great emotion welling
up inside of me – I was about to be
arrested.
Arrested for something that has
weighed heavily on my heart and
mind for decades – the climate crisis.
This is an overwhelmingly huge issue, one that is hard to get a handle
on, hard to act on. We all do what we
can, but at the end of the day systemic
changes are needed.
The Burnaby Mountain protest
against Kinder Morgan’s TransMountain pipeline provided an opportunity
to take a stand for that change.
I was to be arrested with four
other organizers of the largest act of
civil disobedience in Canadian history – the 1993 Clayoquot Sound
blockades. What an honour to stand
united again with my colleagues
Valerie Langer, Karen Mahon, Chris
Hatch, and 87-year-old Jean McLaren.
We spoke from our hearts about why
we had come to take a stand, then rallied and began to march up Burnaby
Mountain.
Marching with us was a Vancouver choir – with six members intending to be arrested. Earl, their leader,
led us all in song as we slowly made
our way to the police line. We sang
with all our hearts, “We shall not be
moved” and other songs of freedom.
Watershed Sentinel

An RCMP officer made
his way down the line,
explaining to each of
us in turn that we were
in Kinder Morgan’s restricted work area, and
we must move or be arrested.
I tell him “no,”
Marnie Recker Photography
I will not move and I
will not walk. We are
all carried away, except for Jean who
The force of history was with us
is escorted to a waiting police cruiser.
as we marched up Burnaby MounIt’s like Clayoquot Summer all over
tain. Although I am a seasoned activagain.
ist, that day I felt most like a citizen,
We were put in a paddy wagon,
one about to solemnly break the law
joined shortly by the arrested choir
in order to speak truth to power – this
members. Our hours in the paddy
pipeline will not be built. Not in my
wagon and jail were filled with harname, nor on behalf of the thousands
monious songs, laughter, and much
who came to Burnaby Mountain durstrategizing.
ing the two-month protest.
The next day in court, it was deThere is a tremendous freedom in
termined that Kinder Morgan had
living out that truth. It is an antidote to
bungled the GPS coordinates, and
the despair brought on by the knowltherefore the line where police had
edge of what the climate crisis is dobeen arresting people was in the
ing, both to people and to the planet.
wrong place! Charges were dropped
for all of the 120 arrestees. The folThe Arrest
lowing day we arrived at Burnaby
It was time to cross the line. The
Mountain to see Kinder Morgan’s helfive of us held hands and ducked unicopter removing their drill rigs. They
der the police tape. And so we found
had thrown in the towel!
ourselves on the wrong side of the
Clayoquot Action’s six days on
yellow police line, confident that we
Burnaby Mountain in Tsleil-Waututh
were on the right side of history.
territory were an incredible experiThe choir was singing in full
ence. What an honour it was to stand
harmony, “If you’ve been to jail
united with people of all ages and all
for justice, than you’re a friend of
colours, and to send Kinder Morgan
mine,”,invoking the spirits of those
packing.
who fought to end slavery, who stood
for civil rights, and who gained the
t
right to vote for women.
These movements all flow toBonny Glambeck is campaigns
gether like one river, and I could feel
director with Clayoquot Action in Tothe power of that river rising now as
fino. www.clayoquotaction.org
we stood face to face with the police.
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Talk-Action=0
by Susan MacVittie

said D.O.A.’s music will scare the animals in the zoo and
D.O.A.’s fans will trample the flowers. We said, no they
won’t. But in retrospect they’re probably right.
I remember meeting Pete Seeger. What a brilliant man.
That guy was a folk singer, songwriter, activist, taught people to play banjo – he revived folk music. If I can do a quarter of what Pete Seeger has done, then I’m doing pretty well.
In 2013 you ran for an NDP nomination. Do you
think you will throw your hat in the political ring again?
I might. When I ran for the NDP I came close by five
votes. I had some great supporters in the party, but some
people didn’t think I was right. They wanted to play it safe.
Young people go to your shows. Do you get a sense
that young people are politically engaged?
Through my door knocking I found that the disconnect
with young people and politics is severe. They could have a
bigger voice than they do, but they don’t believe in the system, and it’s not entirely their fault. The system is imperfect
and a lot of people who represent them are disingenuous.
People went to jail for the right to vote, people died or
went to prison. For us to take this so frivolously is morally
wrong. I try to get across to people that we have to get people more involved in grassroots democracy. People say that
politicians are a bunch of crooks and they are helping their
friends, which is partly true, but there are a lot of good people on either side. Most people who get involved in politics
start out as idealists and the problem is that they start to lose
those ideals after they make too many concessions.
The bottom line for me is that I haven’t forgotten how
to play guitar, write songs or sing, and get up on stage and
kick ass. Which are the key things I try to do with D.O.A.
I’ve got lots of time. I still feel very energetic and have lots
of focus on issues. Pete Seeger went ‘til he was 93.
t

For more than 35 years,
Joe “Shithead” Keithley has
fronted D.O.A., Vancouver’s
legendary and influential
punk band. As a longtime
Burnaby resident and political activist, Keithley has been
following the pipeline debate in North America and decided to hit the road with D.O.A. for a No Pipelines in BC tour.
What motivated you to do a tour?
I heard about the SLAPP suit that Kinder Morgan did
against the five protestors on Burnaby Mountain and was
enraged that they used financial bullying to get their way.
A 5.6 million dollar SLAPP suit against five individuals
would take them years to pay off.
The day before our fundraising show, January 31, the
protestors arrested on Burnaby Mountain were cleared.
But the SLAPP suit against the five people remains. So the
money we collect will be donated to help with costs.
What sparked you to be an activist?
When we started D.O.A. we said let’s go out and
have a lot of fun and change the world at the same
time. We wrote a lot of funny songs and wrote the
type of songs that I consider angry young men songs.
Question Authority: Talk-Action=0.
Where did that slogan come from?
It was on a magazine called Open Road, which was an
old anarcho magazine from Vancouver and we asked if we
could use that slogan and they said sure.
It seemed to suit us because we did a lot of political
benefits and benefit records. We used to put out instant singles, which were easy in those days because you could get
vinyl done in about three weeks. Now it’s digital.
What is an instant single?
An instant single would be for a specific cause. We did
one around the theme of Clayoquot Sound in 1993/94 called
The Only Thing Green – “the only thing green is the color
of their money.” We have a new song, Pipeline Fever, that
we mean to do as an instant single.
I attended a benefit show in Stanley Park in 1986.
Expo 86 was a tourist bonanza for six months, so a lot
of people in rooming houses in the east side got kicked out
because poor people can only pay a tenth of what tourists
can pay. We wrote an instant single – Expo Hurts Everyone.
We played acoustic there because the Park Board
Watershed Sentinel
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by Andrea Morrison

better solutions to meet future
energy needs.

In December 2014, British Columbia announced its
intentions to proceed with the
controversial Site C dam. However, the premier’s enthusiasm
for the project is not shared by
many, including three groups
who have launched a total of six court challenges against it.
The challenges are about holding the federal and provincial governments accountable for the decision-making
processes that they designed and didn’t follow; and protecting treaty rights, which have already been seriously eroded
due to extensive resource development in northeastern BC.

2nd: Federal Court
Asserts that the significant
adverse environmental effects on
Treaty rights cannot be justified.
AB Treaty 8 First Nations
(Mikisew Cree & Athabasca Chipweyan):

1st: Federal Court
Challenges the federal governments’ approval of the
Site C environmental assessment. The bands assert that Site
C dam was approved without considering the environmental impacts on the crucial Athabasca delta where the river,
which flows through northern BC, runs into Lake Athabasca north of Fort McMurray.
The delta, designated an UNESCO heritage site, is
a crucial area for migratory birds and wildlife, including
dozens of threatened species and is used extensively for
hunting by First Nations.

Peace Valley Landowner Association

1st: BC Supreme Court
Asserts that specific provincial ministers made “errors
of law” by failing to consider key findings and recommendations of the Joint Review Panel about both the need for the
project and uncertain economic effects of it, including: project cost, future electricity costs, and revenue requirements.
The province declared that several key Panel recommendations were beyond the scope of the Panel’s mandate;
however this is not true! In fact, the Panel was expressly
required to assess the economic impacts of the project and
that assessment was the subject of the recommendations the
province chose not to consider.

2nd Federal Court Challenge
Challenges the Joint Review Panel process used in the
environmental assessment of Site C. Court date: July 20, 2015
In January, 2015, BC Hydro’s motion to hurry up the
court challenges and have hearing dates set for May, was
denied by the Federal court. All four federal challenges
will be heard consecutively by one judge beginning July
20, 2015. This is an encouraging development, indicating
that the courts are not influenced by the demands of the
crown corporation.
At the provincial level, a hearing date for the Landowner case is set for April 20, 2015. No date for the provincial challenge by First Nations has been set.
Clearly the likelihood of proceeding with this devastating project is very much in question. It is in the interests
of all British Columbians to see this project stopped and to
pursue alternatives when the need for extra power is certain.
t
Andrea Morrison is an environmental communications
consultant living in Fort St. John, BC, presently facilitating
the Peace Valley Environment Association in their efforts
to stop Site C Dam.

2nd: Federal Court
Asserts that the federal Cabinet cannot have reasonably determined the significant adverse impacts of Site C
are justified, given that the need for Site C and the economic case for Site C have not been sufficiently established.
BC Treaty 8 First Nations
(West Moberly, McLeod Lake, Doig River & Prophet River):

1st: BC Supreme Court
Asserts that the Ministers erred in issuing the environmental assessment certificate without adequately considering the environmental effects, including the cumulative
effects of the project and the adverse impacts of the Project
on treaty rights that cannot be mitigated.
Also asserts that the decision ignored evidence of
Watershed Sentinel
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by Joyce Nelson

a nation’s regulations, or that their
expected profitability is interfered
with by a government policy, can sue
that country for billions of dollars in
secret tribunals. NAFTA was the first
trade deal to include ISDS under its
Chapter 11 section. Veteran trade
critic Scott Sinclair says, “Canada has
been sued far more under NAFTA’s
Chapter 11 than its North American
neighbours: some 35 times in total,
with claims totalling many billions of
dollars. Indeed, Canada may be the
nation most targeted by ISD Sanctions.”
In July, another of those 35
NAFTA claims against Canada will

begin oral hearings, three years after
the complaint was filed. It’s a pulp
and power case that could have farreaching ramifications.
Sinclair’s latest ISDS compilation, released by the Canadian Centre
of Policy Alternatives in January, provides details of the dozens of NAFTA
legal challenges made by investors
and corporations against national governments since 1994 when NAFTA
was ratified by Canada, the US and
Mexico: 35 against Canada, 22 against
Mexico, and 20 against the US.
Of 13 claims against Canada that
have been ruled on to date, Canada
lost or settled six cases and paid out
damages totaling more than $170 million, plus millions in lawyers’ fees.
Billions more in claims are yet to be
settled by the secret arbitration process. Mexico has lost five cases and
paid damages of US$204 million.
Interestingly, the US
has never lost a
NAFTA
investorstate case.
Now a US company called Mercer
International is vying
to pocket $250 million from Canadian
taxpayers, thanks to
ISDS.
Mercer
International is a US
company
whose
Sarah James

Trade officials and representatives in Europe and around the world
are learning more about the controversial Investor-State Dispute Settlement
(ISDS) mechanism that is now part of
many trade deals, and they are balking at its inclusion in deals like the
Comprehensive Economic & Trade
Agreement (CETA), the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership
(TTIP), the Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP) and other similar trade deals.
By the end of January, the international press was reporting that both
Germany and France want to reopen
the Canada-European Union CETA to
change the ISDS clause.
They are wise to recoil in horror.
Indeed, all they have to do is look at
Canada’s record under NAFTA.
ISDS means that foreign investors and corporations that think they
are receiving unfair treatment under

Celgar pulp mill’s owner,
Mercer International, wants
Canada to pay it millions for
the lost opportunity to buy
electricity cheap and sell it
dear to BC Hydro, and, under
NAFTA, they just might win.

Watershed Sentinel
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Canadian subsidiary owns and operates a pulp mill and biomass co-generation facility in Castlegar, BC – the
Zellstoff Celgar pulp mill. The mill
produces 520,000 tons of Northern
Bleached Softwood Kraft (NBSK)
pulp per year. Mercer bought the
mill in 2005. Its previous owners had
equipped the mill to self-generate
100% of its needed electricity as far
back as 1993, with a 52 MW turbine.
Now Mercer is claiming $250 million
in damages under NAFTA’s Chapter
11.
Heritage Hydro Rate

Mercer president Jimmy Lee said
in a January 2012 news release that
under provincial policy “the mill’s
ability to effectively utilize its own
generation assets and to sell and purchase energy is severely and unfairly
restricted.” He added, “All other competing pulp mills in British Columbia
receive more favourable treatment
with respect to their ability to purchase and sell energy. This puts the
[Zellstoff Celgar] mill at an unfair
competitive disadvantage.”
Mercer’s Lee claimed $250 million in damages, based on a loss of $19
million a year in energy sales since
2008 and ongoing losses that will
arise in the future.
The Vancouver Sun’s Gordon
Hamilton explained (January 27,
2012) that “Mercer says that the issue
is over a provincial policy in which
BC Hydro provides power to industrial users at a lower-tier rate, called
the heritage rate, and then, if the company invests in green power generation, Hydro buys all that new power
back at a higher rate, not just power
that is surplus to the company’s own
needs. The policy is to encourage
investment in bioenergy, as pulp mills
can utilize waste wood to power boilers rather than fossil fuel.”
In 2008, the BC Liberal government had directed BC Hydro to issue
Watershed Sentinel

Arbitrage
In economics and finance, arbitrage is the practice of taking
advantage of a price difference between two or more markets:
striking a combination of matching deals that capitalize upon
the imbalance, the profit being the difference between the
market prices.… In simple terms, it is the possibility of a riskfree profit after transaction costs. For instance, an arbitrage is
present when there is the opportunity to instantaneously buy
low and sell high.
—en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arbitrage
Bioenergy Phase 1 and Phase 2 calls
for energy as part of the provincial
Green Energy plan. Three successful proposals were from pulp mills
– Canfor’s Prince George pulp mill,
Domtar’s Kamloops pulp mill, and
Mercer’s Zellstoff Celgar – which
received Electricity Purchase Agreements (EPAs).
These EPAs allowed the mills to
buy electricity at a low rate and then
sell their excess co-generation energy
to the grid at a much higher rate.
But as the Vancouver Sun’s Hamilton pointed out: “In 2008, [BC]
Hydro applied for, and received from
the BC Utilities Commission [BCUC],
an order that Celgar can only sell
power that is surplus to its needs. It is
that order that Mercer is contesting.”
The BCUC order clearly stated that
“onsite generation present at the time
the customer’s baseline power needs
are established cannot be sold to BC
Hydro at the higher marginal price.”
Complicating the situation is the
fact that Mercer’s Zellstoff Celgar mill
is in the southeastern interior, where
FortisBC, rather than BC Hydro, distributes the power produced by BC
Hydro. FortisBC is a subsidiary of
Fortis Inc., the largest private electricity and natural gas distributor in
Canada. (In 2007, Fortis purchased
the natural gas distribution business
of Terasen Inc. from Kinder Morgan
Inc.)
Then the Harper government
added another element to an already
complicated pulp and power situation.
21

Green Transformation Fund

In June 2009, the Harper government announced a $1 billion Green
Transformation Fund (GTF) to help
the pulp industry. Administered by
Natural Resources Canada (NRCan),
the fund was specifically intended to
“direct funds to profitable and competitive mills” – a policy that helped the
industry further automate and mechanize while consolidating into fewer
mills. The giveaway also encouraged
major companies to pulp more of the
forests and shut down many sawmills.
Perhaps the most controversial
aspect of that $1 billion federal GTF
giveaway was the money’s use “for
energy efficiency and generation
projects” to burn biomass as energy
for sale to provincial grids. Across
Canada, 24 pulp mills received federal funding under the GTF, including
$57.7 million to Zellstoff Celgar. Provincial governments in turn provided
tax credits, capital infusions, carbon
credits and other incentives for pulp
mills to produce power and pulp, not
just pulp.
An April 2014 report from the
BC Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations, 2012
Economic State of the B.C. Forest
Sector, states: “In 2012, about 25% of
the total biomass harvested was used
to generate energy.”
Greenpeace Canada’s 2011 report
Fuelling a Biomess stated that “whole
trees and large areas of forest are being
Continued on Page 23
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environmental issues, activism, and social justice. We depend on them, with deep thanks.
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A big Thank You to all those listed, to our monthly
donors, the bundle donors, those who wish to remain
anonymous, and the many who add a little extra to
their subscription.
Friends of Cortes Island sponsors public education
features about sustainable living for Georgia Strait and
the Islands. To receive a tax receipt, for your donation
ONLY, make your donation to FOCI and mail to:
Watershed Sentinel,
P.O. Box 1270, Comox, BC
Canada V9M 7Z8
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Pulp & Power continued
cut to provide wood that is burnt for
energy” – a highly inefficient mode of
energy production and a costly one for
the public.
As Watershed Sentinel writer
Rob Wiltzen noted in 2011, “We are
witnessing a policy shift that is geared
towards meeting energy demands by
liquidating forests. Pulp mill corporations are paid to build the [energy]
capacity, and then paid for the energy
produced, and then paid for the
carbon credits they earn by producing
‘renewable’ energy.”
Watershed Sentinel writer Arthur
Caldicott stated in 2011, “The longterm beneficiaries of these programs
are corporations and their shareholders. [Mercer International’s] Zellstoff
Celgar, for example, now owns a 48
MW [co-generation] facility paid for
by the GTF which is generating about
$22 million per year paid by BC’s
electricity ratepayers.”
You would think that Mercer
International would have been happy
with that situation, but apparently
not. As the Vancouver Sun explained
back in January 2012 when Mercer
announced its NAFTA claim, “[Zellstoff] Celgar has an agreement with
Fortis to buy all of its energy needs
from them. Fortis in turn had an

Watershed Sentinel

agreement with Hydro to purchase
electricity at the heritage rate. Mercer
claims Fortis could then sell that
power to Celgar at the heritage rate if
it were not for the utilities commission
order.”
But apparently, it’s a little more
complicated (and clever) than that,
according to the federal lawyers
defending against this NAFTA claim.
Counter-Claim

The public can access the August
22, 2014 legal counter-claim on the
Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada website. The somewhat
redacted public version states: “... the
Claimant [Mercer International Inc.]
planned to have BC Hydro purchase
its ‘self-generated’ energy without
receiving anything in return. The
Claimant referred to this plan as its
‘Arbitrage Project.’ It believed that
its Celgar pulp mill was in a ‘unique’
position to purchase more electricity
from FortisBC, its local utility, at lowcost regulated rates and then sell it as
if it were its own ‘self-generated’ electricity to BC Hydro or an imaginary
US buyer.
“None of the Claimant’s ‘selfgenerated’ electricity would actually
change hands in these transactions.
Rather, the Claimant intended to
‘notionally’ purchase as much electricity from FortisBC as was normally
self-generated at the Celgar pulp mill.
It would then pretend that this electricity was its own ‘self-generated’
electricity so that it could sell it at a
higher price. In reality, the Claimant’s self-generated electricity would
continue to serve its pulp mill – as it
always had. This arbitrage of electricity was a simple accounting transaction.
“FortisBC intended to obtain the
additional electricity for this accounting transaction from its supplier, BC
Hydro, under the terms of a low-cost
23
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long-term power
purchase agreement. The Claimant
then planned to buy this low-cost electricity from FortisBC and sell it back,
for more than three times the price,
to BC Hydro as if it were the Claimant’s own self-generated electricity.
This elaborate buy-and-sell scheme
would provide BC Hydro with no new
electricity and would ultimately have
harmed both BC Hydro and its ratepayers ….”
Ending NAFTA

Mercer International Inc. is
claiming $250 million in damages,
based on a loss of $19 million per year
in energy sales since 2008 and ongoing losses in the future because of
restrictions on its energy sales.
The claim is another egregious
example of how NAFTA’S investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS)
process works against the public.
In March 2014, the Sierra Club, the
Council of Canadians, the Institute
for Policy Studies, and the Mexican Action Network on Free Trade
(RMALC) jointly released a report
called NAFTA: 20 Years of Costs to
Communities and the Environment.
It’s a devastating critique of free
trade’s impact on people and the environment.
Canada can withdraw from
NAFTA after giving six months’
notice. Not a single politician is suggesting this yet, although it could
become an election issue if people
make enough noise about it.
t
Joyce Nelson is an award-winning freelance writer/researcher. She
is currently crowdfunding (in lowtech style) in order to write her sixth
book. She can be reached at: Apt. 2,
105 Dixon Ave., Toronto, Ontario
M4L 1N8
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Ben Powless.

In September, 43 students were forcibly taken in Mexico. Their whereabouts remain unknown.

by Jen Moore
Prime Minister Harper’s decision
to indefinitely postpone the North
American Leaders’ Summit – better
known as the annual “Three Amigos”
meeting – likely has a lot to do with
his own electoral calculus. But it also
does Mexican President Peña Nieto a
huge favour.
The Canadian media has speculated that Harper delayed the meeting
because of tensions with the US over
the Keystone XL pipeline. But it has
ignored how Peña Nieto is currently
facing the biggest political crisis of
his administration as a result of the
forced disappearance of 43 students
from the rural teachers’ college “Raul
Isidro Burgos” in Ayotzinapa, and the
murder of six others, on the night of
September 26 in Iguala, Guerrero.
For the last four months, the
forced disappearance of the students
from Ayotzinapa has moved hundreds
of thousands of Mexicans to take to
the streets over and over again.
The continuing protests have
expressed sadness, not just for the 6
dead and 43 missing, but for the more
than 150,000 dead and 22,000 missing since the start of the proclaimed
war against organized crime and drug
trafficking. ‘“live they were taken,
alive we want them back” is the constant refrain, as demonstrators also
express rage at widespread impunity
and corruption in the face of a situation that exposes state collusion with
organized crime in Mexico.
Watershed Sentinel

A march in Iguala, Mexico,
marking the 3 month anniversary
of 43 students who were taken by
government forces.
The Story

In response to the crisis, Peña Nieto’s government first waffled about
the need for federal involvement in
the investigation in Iguala, and has
repeatedly tried to wash its hands of
the situation with callous announcements that the students are all dead
and burned, and their DNA cannot be
traced.
But the Mexican government’s
explanation, that municipal police,
acting under orders of the local may24

or, are entirely responsible for the
forced disappearance of the students
and their delivery to a group of narcos
who claim to have burned them in the
Cocula garbage dump, has never been
believed by the surviving students or
their parents.
On the contrary, this story is falling apart.
Investigative journalists working
with the UC Berkeley’s Investigative
Reporting Program and Proceso magazine have found that the federal government’s claim that the municipal
police and Iguala mayor are solely to
blame for these disappearances is dubious at best. They report, on the basis
of official documents and testimonies
from police, the mayor, and detainees, that key witnesses were tortured,
putting the federal government’s version in doubt. They also report that
federal police and army officers were
tracking the students’ movements on
September 26th, were present at the
scene, and may be directly implicated
in the murder and forced disappearance of the students. However, when
investigators sought to search federal
police stations and army barracks for
the students, they were denied entry.
Additionally, Mexican scientists
at the National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM) have further
determined that it is impossible that
43 bodies could have been burned at
the Cocula garbage dump given the
amount of fuel it would require. They
urge an investigation of private and
state-owned incinerators.
March-April 2015
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Harper’s Silence

When Peña Nieto visited President Obama in Washington on January 6th, he could not escape the crisis. The visit was supposed to address
immigration reform and economic
issues, but was overshadowed by public demonstrations and media commentary about the Ayotzinapa murders and disappearances. Hundreds
of Mexicans from all over the United
States, from as far away as Los Angeles, protested his visit with shouts of
“assassin.” Obama also publicly called
Ayotzinapa an ‘outrageous tragedy,’
although he fell short of condemning
the Mexican government’s handling
and cover up of the case.
In contrast, Harper and his government have not once spoken out
about the horror of what took place
on September 26th and the terrifying

conditions that make it possible for 43
students – and so many others – to be
brutally killed or disappeared.
Harper’s silence and the postponed summit are surely welcome for
Peña Nieto. Further to this, the quiet
complacency with which Harper and
his government are treating implications of state collusion with organized
crime and armed forces in torture,
forced disapearances, and murder in
Mexico avoids crucial questions over
how NAFTA-fuelled Canadian business may be implicated.
Mexico is the top destination for
Canadian mining investment outside
of Canada, with nearly 200 Canadian
mining companies operating in Mexico. This includes Goldcorp’s highly
profitable ‘Los Filos’ open-pit gold
mine, located a short distance from
Iguala, Guerrero. Other companies,
such as Minaurum Gold, Torex Gold,
and Newstrike Capital have interests
in the immediate vicinity. How and at

what cost do they operate there when
there is currently an all out war between competing criminal groups for
control in nearly every municipality
in Guerrero, whose business has been
shifting to include extortion?
The
Canadian
government
should, at a minimum, join the global
cry for full and impartial investigation
into the crimes against the students of
Ayotzinapa and that everyone implicated – at all levels – be brought to
justice. Beyond this, Canada urgently
needs a full and impartial investigation of its own about how Canadian
economic interests could be fueling
or benefitting from this state of terror
that is disappearing, murdering, and
displacing Mexicans on a daily basis.
“Alive they were taken, alive we
want them back.”
t
Jen Moore is the Latin America
Program Coordinator for MiningWatch Canada.

Realidad Expuesta

This is news that is ‘top of mind’
daily in Mexico right now.
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by Donald Gutstein

D

his followers, especially those in the Bush administration,
exploited his ideas for their own ends and pressed them into
the service of the business elite. Inspired by Strauss' idea of
the “noble lie,” they aggressively promoted a reactionary
agenda at home and abroad.
Many Americans concluded that their leaders had lied
to them about WMD. Thanks to Strauss, though, these
lies were no longer to be thought of as miserable, cheap,
crooked, self-serving lies, but noble ones. They were noble
because the Straussians in the Bush administration knew
that gaining control of Iraq’s oil fields and privatizing the
Iraqi economy were in the best interests of American business. But the American people would never agree to invade
Iraq merely to enrich corporate coffers. Lies were no longer
just a regrettable part of political life, but instead “virtuous and noble instruments of wise policy,” American social
critic Earl Shorris explained in Harper's Magazine.3
Strauss believed in the inherent inequality of humanity.
He agreed with Edward Bernays, the founder of public relations, that most people are too ill educated to make informed
decisions about their political affairs. Bernays’ solution was
a cadre of “invisible wire-pullers” – the PR industry – to
guide society in the right direction. Strauss believed that
allowing people to govern themselves will lead inevitably to
terror and tyranny, in the same way that Germany's Weimar
Republic succumbed to Nazi dictatorship, an event Strauss
witnessed first-hand. According to Strauss, a ruling elite
of political philosophers must make decisions about governance because it is the only group knowledgeable enough;
it must resort to deception to protect citizens from themselves. The “superior few” – Strauss’ students and followers
– must rule over the ordinary people, “not honestly or with
candid veracity,” Shadia Drury, Canada’s foremost Straussian critic, observed in The
Political Ideas of Leo Strauss,
“but by duping, deceiving and
manipulating them.”4
In Canada, Strauss’
“superior few” is reduced to
one – Stephen Harper.
Harper was certainly on
board with WMD deception.
His speech to Parliament5 the
day after the Iraq invasion –
the one that was later found to
have been plagiarized from a

eception seems to come naturally to Stephen
Harper. He was up to his elbows in it as he
prepared – softened up? – Canadians for his
unprecedented anti-terrorism bill at the end of
January, 2015.
Two days earlier, Harper’s 24 SEVEN video, “Canada
stands strong and free,” conflated the cases of two Islamicrelated incidents in Canada (attacks on the Parliament
Buildings, and in St-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Quebec) with the
Islamic State’s (ISIL) calls for attacks on “non-believing
countries.”1
In the video, Harper reminds viewers that ISIL has
urged its followers to “attack, quote, disbelieving Canadians in any manner, vowing that we should not feel secure
even in our homes.” The words are spoken over footage
of soldiers placing flowers at the foot of the National War
Memorial, as if the home-grown attacks followed from
ISIL’s commands.
The Globe and Mail chastised Harper for making the
fallacious connection,2 but the caution will go unheeded.
Canada’s Islamic lone-wolves have some heavy lifting to
do: they need to serve as Harper’s own weapons of mass
destruction (WMD).
Straussian Deception and Iraq

WMDs were never found in Iraq. Later, Straussians
in the George W. Bush administration admitted they knew
WMDs didn’t exist, but they had to claim they did exist
because this was the best reason they could find for bringing together “the coalition of the willing.” And the invasion of Iraq was in America’s best interests whether most
Americans wanted it or not.
That’s how Straussian
deception works.
Leo Strauss (1899 – 1973)
was a German-Jewish philosopher who fled Nazi Germany in 1938 and taught at
the University of Chicago for
several decades. He developed
a following of students and
disciples who achieved enormous influence in academia
and government. Some of
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speech by Australian Prime Minister John Howard6 – mentioned WMDs three times and urged Canada to stand with
the coalition.

Perpetual War

A key Strauss tenet is that a political order can be stable
only if it is united by an external threat. Following Niccolo Machiavelli, the fifteenth century Florentine diplomat,
Strauss maintained that if no external threat exists, one
has to be manufactured. “You have to fight all the time [to
survive],” explains Drury. “Peace leads to decadence. Perpetual war, not perpetual peace, is what Straussians believe
in.” Such a view inevitably leads to an “aggressive, belligerent foreign policy,” Drury adds. Had Strauss lived to see the
collapse of the Soviet Union he might have been troubled,
because the collapse of the “evil empire” posed a threat to
America's inner stability. For a decade Straussians worked
quietly to replace the Soviet Union with Islamic terrorism.
Perpetual war would continue.
Harper’s deception is ensuring that perpetual war will
continue in Canada too.

The Calgary School

Harper isn’t a genuine Straussian because he didn’t
study under Strauss or Strauss’s students. But Harper did
associate with Straussians, and certainly learned from
them. Straussians Ted Morton and Rainer Knopff – who
studied under Strauss student Walter Berns at the University of Toronto – were teaching at the University of Calgary
when Harper started his studies there.
Morton and Knopff joined a smoothly functioning
ideas-generating machine dubbed the Calgary School, a
grouping of Straussians and neo-liberals in the political
science, economics, and history departments at the university. They had their differences, but coalesced around
arguments to slash social spending, downsize government,
deregulate the economy and cut taxes. They mounted their
most notorious attacks on what they claimed were “special
interest groups” – feminists, anti-poverty organizations,
gay rights groups, prisoners' and refugees' rights groups –
while defending the rights of the most special interest group
of all, Big Oil.
Calgary Schoolers were present at meetings later in
the decade to help Preston Manning and Harper craft the
fledgling Reform Party’s policies, which were infused with
Straussian deception: a populist party, but one paid for by
big business; a cry of western alienation – “the West wants
in” – but one directed from Big Oil headquarters in Houston, Texas. And Harper did hire Straussian Ian Brodie –
Ted Morton’s student – to be his first chief of staff. And he
did appoint two Straussians, Knopff and McGill University political scientist Christopher Manfredi – who studied
under Strauss student Ralph Rossum at Claremont Graduate University, a Straussian stronghold on the west coast –
to advise him on who the next governor general should be.
And he did attract the admiration of prominent American Straussians at The Weekly Standard. After his 2011
victory, Standard editor Fred Barnes wrote that Harper
was an “elected dictator,” who “led the Conservatives to
become the natural governing party of Canada.”7 Harper
was without doubt “the most powerful conservative leader
in the Americas, north and south,” Barnes opined. That was
followed three weeks later by an admiring piece by William
Kristol, a student of Strauss follower Harvey Mansfield,
comparing the “electoral and governing successes of conservative prime ministers Stephen Harper in Canada and
Benjamin Netanyahu in Israel” with the achievements of
Margaret Thatcher.8
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Donald Gutstein is adjunct professor, School of Communication, SFU and author of Harperism: How Stephen
Harper and His Think Tank Colleagues Have Transformed
Canada.
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Battleground Ridings & Split Votes
by Delores Broten
The cigars may be gone (or maybe
not) but the stench of backroom politics continues to be a serious turn off
for the potential Canadian voter. It is
easy to despair that no one can make
a difference and your vote doesn’t
matter.
But after the 2011 federal election, an article by Matt Peters and
Ryan Boldt on rabble.ca announced
that “6,201 was the COMBINED
margin of victory across the 14 most
closely contested Conservative ridings in Canada.” Those 6,200 votes
handed Stephen Harper his majority
Conservative government. And those
votes surely have made a difference.
As for the election pending in
October 2015 or sooner, recent polls
indicate that the country remains split:
about a third of the people favour the

Conservatives, another third the Liberals, and the NDP are runners up with
one fifth or more of the voting intention. By the logic of our first-past-thepost system, this would be enough for
another Conservative majority.
Judging from calculations run
by the Dogwood Institute, the results
are likely to be just as close as in
2011. Dogwood took the 2011 election
results, shuffled the poll-level numbers into the new federal ridings, and
produced a chart (see opposite) which
shows the extreme level of tight races
and split ridings likely if the vote follows the 2011 pattern. That’s a big if,
but number crunching is always fun,
and sometimes illuminating.
Winners with less than 5% of
the vote would be Conservative in
16 ridings, NDP in 18, and Liberals
in 11. Closest competition under the
2011 conditions for the Conservations

would be NDP in 6 ridings, Liberals
in 11. For the NDP, the close contest would be with Conservatives in
11 ridings and Liberals in 7. For the
Liberals, it would be Conservatives
in 8 ridings, and NDP in 6. We have
to remember that these numbers are
generated from the election with Jack
Layton’s “Orange Crush” and a spectacular Liberal meltdown.
As for the number of voters who
could turn any of these projections
on their heads – they range from 100
or 200 to a few thousand, in ridings
with 24,000 to 91,000 eligible voters,
about three out of five of whom bother
to cast a ballot. In other words, just
you, your family, and your Facebook
friends could swing one out of ten ridings in the country, and the election.
No wonder all the politicians are
acting like cats on a hot tin roof.
t

Fair Elections Act Court Challenge
by The Council of Canadians
On October 9, 2014 the Council
of Canadians and the Canadian Federation of Students (CFS) launched a
Charter challenge against sections of
the Harper government’s so-called
Fair Elections Act.
The Harper government introduced the act – Bill C-23 – in February 2014. It proposed sweeping changes to election rules and was criticized
widely by political parties, election
law experts and the public. In the face
of a massive outcry the Harper government retreated and changed some
components of the act before it was
passed by the Conservatives in the
House of Commons and by the Senate.
The Charter challenge will target
two central provisions of the act, including the ban on the use of a Voter
Watershed Sentinel

Information Card to prove residency
and the muzzling of the Chief Electoral Officer (CEO). Both of these
changes infringe on people’s constitutional right to vote, which is guaranteed under Section 3 of the Charter of
Rights and Freedoms.
Not allowing the use of a Voter
Information Card to prove residency
will disenfranchise post-secondary
students by interfering with their right
to vote, according to CFS.
While Elections Canada will still
be allowed to run paid ads, all other
forms of communication and engagement with Canadians will be off limits. The Chief Electoral Officer will
no longer be able to run public education programs to inform people about
the voting process and their rights.
Imposing these restrictions on Elections Canada will make it harder to
encourage youth, Indigenous people,
28

new immigrants, or anyone else to exercise their democratic rights. These
restrictions will also make it harder
for the Chief Electoral Officer to
communicate with Canadians about
election fraud – which, in turn, will
make it more difficult for voters who
have been the victim of election fraud
to defend their right to vote in a fair
election.
There is nothing in the so-called
“Fair” Elections Act to address – or
prevent – the widespread election
fraud that occurred in the 2011 federal
election, which was brought to light
by a legal challenge launched by eight
Canadians and backed by Council of
Canadians supporters.
t
The Council of Canadians is Canada’s leading social action organization,
mobilizing a network of 60 chapters
across the country. www.canadians.org
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New 2015 Federal Ridings
with 2011 Election Results.
Ridings won by Less Than 15%

Adopted from Battleground Ridings Chart by
Dogwood Institute. Full Canada-wide version
available at www.watershedsentinel.ca
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by Barb Berger
Two Types of Proportional Representation

The two common types of PR include Mixed Member
Proportional (MMP) and Single Transferable Vote (STV).
Because a single party rarely earns more than 50% of the
vote, splitting the votes between several parties usually
means two or more parties govern together in a coalition
resulting in a more cooperative and compromising manner.
A common argument against having a minority or cooperative style of government is that nothing will get accomplished using such descriptors as “back room deals,
horse trading on issues, and legislative gridlock” (Tieleman, 16 December 14, www.tyee.ca). Policy making may
take longer with compromise involved, but would not be
as extreme as we’ve seen in recent years. Some of our most
valued social programs were introduced into parliament
under minority governments (universal medicare, employment insurance, old age pension, social welfare and family allowance). There were many programs introduced to
represent minorities as well as create cultural advancements and trade deals benefiting citizens. With votes spread
across the variation in our demographics, our government
representation becomes more democratic.
Recently, Scott Craig MP for the NDP, introduced a
bill to the House of Commons calling for our electoral system to be changed to a form of MMP voting system. This
means we would still vote for a local representative as well
as get a second vote for our favourite party made up of regional MPs. In other words, we would each get two votes,
although ridings may be slightly larger.
All of the NDP, two Greens, all Bloc Quebecois, three
Independents, and many of the Liberals (16) voted in favour
of the bill; 110 votes in all. (Liberal leader Justin Trudeau
voted against it.) Of course, it didn’t pass because the Conservatives hold all the power with 54% of the seats (166
seats) even though they only received 39% of the votes cast.
This bill might have passed if the Conservatives had a minority. No matter what bill is brought forward, it will likely
be defeated by the Conservatives.
Results from research comparing the performance of
the two main families of voting systems, Proportional Representation and First Past The Post, show that PR outperforms FPTP on measures of democracy, quality of life, income equality, environmental performance, and economic
growth. (Fairvote Canada, Why Proportional Representation, A look at the Evidence). Everyone deserves the right
to fair representation.
t
Barb Berger is a member of the FairVote team.

Why is our electoral system under such scrutiny these
days? Could it be the fast pace of massive policy changes
that leave people wondering how this could happen in a
democracy? A closer look at our electoral system reveals
some problems.
There are two main families of voting systems: Proportional Representation (PR) and winner take all, commonly
known as First Past The Post (FPTP). In Canada we’ve
always had FPTP, which is designed to produce single
party majority governments. One party will normally win
more than half of the seats, with all of the decision making
power, often with less than 50% of the popular vote. The
central flaw with this type of system is the high percentage of wasted votes (2011 election, 7 million votes wasted),
causing a distortion in which seats earned do not reflect
votes cast. At first glance FPTP appears straight forward
and logical. However it disenfranchises minority views and
creates a more confrontational, adversarial approach often
leading to extreme swings in government policy. An example of this would be the move from Canada being a peace
keeping nation, as it was under the Liberal government of
Lester Pearson, to a war making one; selling arms to dictators with human rights abuses (Saudi Arms deal) as is the
case under the Harper Conservatives.
Contrary to a winner take all system is a Proportional
Representation system which is common in the majority
of countries belonging to the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development. This type of system means
that the number of seats a party earns in a legislature closely reflects the percentage of votes received during the election. In this way a citizen can vote according to their conscience and see it reflected in their government.
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by Jamie Biggar
Today we include over 370,000
Canadians from coast to coast to
coast, and we’ve got our eyes on the
coming 2015 election. In this election, we’re not only dealing with a wildly anti-democratic
government, we’re also dealing with an unfair electoral system that wastes the votes of millions of people.
Harper has relied on this first-past-the-post electoral
system to maintain a majority control over our Parliament,
with only a minority of support from Canadians. While one
of our principle aims is to achieve electoral reform so that
every vote will count, and every government will need togovern on behalf of a majority of Canadians, we have to
work with the system that we have today.

Since the Harper Conservatives
won their majority government in
2011 with just 39% of the vote, we’ve
seen an across-the-board attack on
evidence-based decision-making, environmental regulations and watchdog organizations that we trust to hold the
government to account.
While this government’s approach is particularly antidemocratic, it’s only highlighting some truths that many of
us have seen far too many times.
Evidence and reason are necessary ingredients for good
policy. However, by themselves, they aren’t nearly powerful enough to win the day against entrenched interests.
What does it take to get good policy that reflects the
values of a majority of Canadians, that respects the rights
and interests of minority groups, and that takes into account a generational perspective of what it means to live as
human beings on a living planet?
Power. It takes power. Good ideas and good evidence,
combined with a good kind of power.
Let me take a step back. My background is in the youth
climate movement.
The pivotal moment for me came at the 2009 Copenhagen Climate Conference. I was part of the Canadian Youth
Delegation, and that conference was supposed to be a turning point for international efforts to stop runaway climate
catastrophe. Instead, I watched as my government, and
other government’s under the influence of global fossil fuel
giants, did everything that they could to sabotage a deal.
That was a turning point for me as a young person in
Canada. Prior to that, I’d had a fundamental believe in the
essential goodness of the Canadian government. At that
conference, I first felt something that many others have felt,
the feeling of being profoundly alienated and threatened by
the powers that be in my own society.

So what to do? We’ve launched a campaign called
Vote Together that aims to build a bridge from the system
we have today, to the system that we need for tomorrow.
Here’s how it works. In the ridings where there’s a Conservative MP who won with less than 50% of the vote in
the last election, we’re building communities of voters who
pledge to vote together for the best candidate who can defeat the Conservative.
The campaign is about more than one election. It is
about helping voters coordinate their efforts to defeat the
Conservatives and elect a Parliament that could better reflect a majority across Canada. The campaign is also about
building the long-term people power necessary for longterm change.
The bigger the organized communities of voters, the
more power they will have to elect the best possible candidates in those ridings, candidates with a clear mandate
to work together to pass electoral reform, address inequality, and rise to the generational challenge posed by climate
change.
It’s a short-term strategy to defeat the Conservatives
this fall. It’s a long-term strategy to open up our government, and take on the entrenched interests that have become
so effective at dismantling good policy, and blocking progress. Check out how to get involved at www.leadnow.ca

Leadnow
After Copenhagen, a group of us came back to Canada
and started Leadnow.ca. Our goal was to use new technology and organizing strategies to build a people-powered
campaigning community. We wanted hundreds of thousands of Canadians to participate in and to help each other
become powerful enough to take on the interests that sabotaged Copenhagen, to work for democratic, economic and
environmental transformation.
Watershed Sentinel
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BC Liberal policy
changes allow more
bear hunting licenses
to be given to foreign
hunters.

by Claire Hume

own records show they have historically allowed hunters to
kill beyond those limits.
They calculated grizzly death rates using the government’s own figures. Their basic research question, Darimont explained from his University of Victoria office, was:
“How did the government do? Did they keep grizzly bear
mortality levels below their own thresholds?”
“And the answer is, ‘Not very well,’ based on their own
criteria.… Excess mortality may have occurred up to 70 per
cent of the time,” said Darimont of the study’s findings.
Polls show that a vast majority of British Columbians
oppose the trophy killing of grizzly bears. A 2013 poll by
McAllister Opinion Research showed 87 per cent of BC respondents favour banning trophy hunting for bears.
The European Union embargoed the importation of BC
grizzly bear parts and trophies into its 28 member countries
because they believe the hunt is not sustainably managed.
The NDP’s bear hunting moratorium was immediately overturned by the BC Liberal government of Gordon
Campbell, and over the past 14 years, the government has
steadily maintained and increased the rights for outfitters.
These policies are even starting to drive a wedge within the hunting community. Should foreign hunters be given
licenses to hunt BC’s bears? Should they be hunted at all?
As policies expand, many have raised critical questions
about the politics behind expanding access to bear hunting
in the province.

Brown bears, of which
grizzlies are the North
American subspecies, were once found on four continents,
making them one of the most widespread mammal populations in the world. Their original range included Europe,
North Africa, northern and central Asia, the Middle East,
and North America. Today, they are locally extinct or endangered across the map – except in Russia, Alaska, and
BC.
Exact population numbers are contested, however,
because grizzly bear’s solitary and roaming nature makes
them difficult and expensive to study. The BC government
estimates there are 15,000 grizzlies in the province today,
but some scientists, like Chris Darimont at the University of
Victoria, think there could be as few as 6,000.
Precise estimates aside, the global trend for brown
bears is clearly one that favours extinction. Local and international scientists have harshly criticized the government’s
scientific justifications for the hunt, but the BC Liberal government maintains the fate of BC’s grizzly bears will be
different.
Through the provincial Wildlife Act, the government
sets limits on how many grizzly bears can be killed before
population levels start to decline. But research conducted
by Kyle Artelle and Darimont illustrates that the province’s

Liberal Hunting Policies

Photo by Ian McAllister

Key Liberal politicians in BC are champions of hunting, and by extension, the grizzly bear trophy hunt.
Bill Bennett, the current mining minister and a respected figure in East Kootenay, told fellow MLAs in 2002
that he represented hunters in the province.
Recreational hunting, he noted to the legislature, is “a
topic near and dear to my heart ... I speak this morning on
behalf of the hunters in the East Kootenay but also for all
those men and women in BC who hunt the mountains and
valleys of our province. With respect, I will be their voice
in this House today.”
A focus on hunting has been consistent throughout
Bennett’s political career, from the Hunting and Fishing
Heritage Act he introduced as a newcomer in 2001, to the
newspaper ad he published in 2012, pledging to continue to
support the right of hunters to kill grizzly bears in BC.
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Though Bennett says he speaks for “hunters” as a general group, resident and non-resident sub classifications
within the community make such generalizations complicated. There are over 100,000 resident hunters in BC,
most of them local sustenance hunters who go hunting with
friends and family.
Non-resident hunters – those who do not live in BC and
travel here to hunt game – are legally required to hire a professional guide to lead them. Representing 245 outfitters,
the Guide Outfitters Association of BC (GOABC) is one
of the key proponents of ongoing trophy hunting of grizzly bears. Its members constitute a small minority of BC’s
population, but carry significant weight with the provincial
Liberal government.
Over the last few years, the Liberal-led government
has made a series of changes within the Ministry of Forest,
Lands, and Natural Resource Operations that favour the
commercial hunting industry.
In 2014, a round of amendments overhauled the guiding industry. Notably, it changed who could purchase guiding territory certificates, which give outfitters the exclusive
right to guide within a specified region.
As of April 1, 2015, which marks the start of the next
hunting season, guiding territory certificate holders will no
longer need to be Canadian. They also won’t even have to
be people: guide outfitting businesses in BC can now be
owned and operated by foreign corporations.
The GOABC is taking credit for proposing the changes
announced over the last year.
“The Guide Outfitters Association asked for the
change,” GOABC executive director Scott Ellis told the
Vancouver Observer. “It legitimizes some of the things that
were happening anyway.”
Norm Macdonald, the NDP MLA for the Columbia
River–Revelstoke district, says his main concern is that
these changes drastically increase the commercialization of
the hunting sector in BC.
“I think that foreign buyers introduce a number of elements that we really have to think about,” Macdonald told
the Vancouver Observer.
“BC tends to very easily give up control of our public
land and not only put it into private hands, but often private
hands that are offshore.”
Ellis disagreed.
“I’m not sure how allowing corporations on the [guiding territory] certificate commoditizes the backcountry,” he
said. “We pushed for this for liability reasons, tax reasons,
for lending and borrowing reasons, not for commoditization or anything else.”
Macdonald thinks organizations like the Guide Outfitters Association who donate “huge money” to the Liberal
Watershed Sentinel

Party of BC have disproportionate influence over wildlife
management.
“There is no question there is lobbying involved. It’s
one of the broader problems for us, so many of these decisions are [made] behind closed doors,” he said.
“A lot of people do lobbying,” Ellis countered. “The
David Suzuki Foundation does lobbying, in my opinion.”
Lobbying and Money

A key difference between the lobbying efforts of progrizzly hunting groups, like the Guide Outfitters Association, and organizations that campaign against it, like the
David Suzuki Foundation, is the money involved.
From 2005 to 2013, guide associations across BC made
$84,800 in political donations. The Liberal Party of BC received 84 per cent of that money, getting $73,275. The NDP
received the remaining $11,525, usually in the months leading up to provincial elections.
Organizations lobbying for the environmental perspective, like the David Suzuki Foundation and Raincoast
Conservation Foundation, have not made any political donations, due to their charitable status.
The latest set of changes to hunting operations in BC
sparked outrage from resident hunters around the province
when they were announced in December.
The new amendments, which alter how wildlife will be
allocated between hunters, reduces the number of hunting
licenses available to BC residents so that more licenses can
be sold to foreign hunters.
It is another win for the guide outfitting industry, this
time at the expense of local hunters.
“BC residents who depend on hunting to help sustain
their families should be supported by provincial government policy,” said Jesse Zeman, a British Columbia Wildlife Federation director. “The overriding priority for all
hunters is conservation, ensuring there is enough game
available for First Nations, and then fulfilling the hunting
needs of BC families.”
The steady trend of changes to hunting regulations favours foreign hunters and the guide outfitting industry that
profits off of their visits, the BCWF wrote in a statement.
After a month of outcry from the BC public, Liberal
MLA Bill Bennett acknowledged the government “didn’t
get it quite right” with the allocation policy amendments.
t
Claire Hume lives in Victoria and holds a Master’s Degree in Environmental Policy from the University of Cambridge, England.
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Walking Out on the Commons
Ontario agriculture industry groups walk out of government neonicotinoid consultations
by Nathan Carey
are one factor that we can have an immediate and profound
In December, I was given the honour of representing
impact on. On top of that, many sources of information, inthe National Farmers Union (NFU) at the Ontario Pollinacluding rigorous studies out of Italy where there has been a
tor Health Plan’s Agricultural Stakeholders meeting. Unfive-year ban on neonic seed treatments on corn, show there
like the other scheduled meetings, three in-person and two
is little to no yield effect. Any groups that say these regulaonline, this one was specifically for farmers and the agtions are not based on science are using the word ‘science’
ricultural industry. The Ontario government was seeking
as a rhetorical hot potato that they lob when their frame of
specific information about how to implement their strategy
reference is challenged. It is my view that the framing of
to reduce neonicotinoid (NNI) pesticides by 80% in a way
the issue by the GFO and the agri-businsses lobby is very
that would work for farmers across the province. What
narrow.
transpired at this meeting has left me feeling angry, disapWhat I observe is that, in this case, there was a depointed and firmly committed to the values and analysis of
parture from the status quo; groups like CropLife were not
the NFU.
able to sit-in with regulators behind closed doors or provide
The major movement of the day was that the Grain
model legislation during the drafting of the regulatory proFarmers of Ontario (GFO) and its “partners”, including
posal. For examples of this kind of influence by industry on
CropLife Canada and the Canadian Seed Trade Associapolicy-making please look up these topics on the internet:
tion, voiced their unabashed, firm rejection of the proposal
Ted Menzies, former MP and now CropLife head, Bill
and walked out. The question I have is why would
C-18, RR Alfalfa and the conditional licensing of
these groups be reacting to this proposal in such
This is a
neonicotinoids. Unlike in those examples, the
a divisive and defensive manner? It’s as if this
moment in time
consultation taking place in Ontario on the
proposal is the falling acorn that begins the
where society can
Pollinator Health proposal is a true democratstory of Chicken Little. If you read the GFO’s
open up the goals and
ic process – it is taking place for the public
stated reasons for their position and when
phrases like “end of family farming” are in- framing of agriculture good in the public eye. Some agriculture inand our food
dustry players may not be used to this. I feel
voked I don’t think it’s hard to hear, “The sky
system.
their voice is in fact being weighted fairly and
is falling! The sky is falling!” The NFU is no
appropriately, for a change. I remind any Ontario
stranger to making dire predictions on controverreaders who are GFO members that district meetings
sial topics, but I would suggest that our analysis is
are coming up where you can voice your concerns.
transparent and based on a substantial weight of evidence.
Choices and Goals

What It Means

Our reactions, responses and positions are choices
based on our values and goals. The GFO and its partners
have made clear choices about how they will or will not
engage in a democratic public process. They have also chosen which science they will value and which they will not.
These choices reveal the underlying values and goals they
are based upon. Are these values compatible with a safe and
equitable future food system?
In my opinion the culture of agriculture has been deeply tied to corporate culture for several decades. This leads
to a narrowing of what is considered possible and what is
impossible. It leads to a certain set of narrow goals that are
pursued with great creativity, intelligence and cost. As time
has passed, the costs and rationale of attaining those goals
have become too steep for society to bear. This current
move by the Ontario government to affirm the precaution-

My interpretation of the walk-out by GFO and its industry partners is that they are not happy that a government
is regulating in the public interest and invoking the precautionary principle. The precautionary principle is what the
NFU recommends as the best approach to regulate agrochemicals and new technologies like genetically modified
(GM) crops. The GFO and their industry partners are quick
to brand this philosophy as “fear based.” This “fear” presumably comes from their perceived “lack of science” on
the matter.
I say this because the majority of science around neonics and pollinator losses/biodiversity loss is very clear: neonics are a major factor. Not the only factor, but a big one.
We don’t have a clear causal link, but we have a strong and
multi-factorial correlation. Further, in terms of improving
pollinator health (and general ecosystem health) neonics
Watershed Sentinel
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this time that non-chemical techniques are highlighted and
championed as a cost effective and efficacious response to
pest pressure. Start with soil health: physical, chemical and
biological.
This is a moment in time where society can open up
the goals and framing of agriculture and our food system.
Organic and ecological cropping systems are healthy by
design. The way modern agriculture uses chemicals is the
same way as a hammer searching for nails. Chemicals have
an important place in agriculture but they should be used as
a measure of last resort in acute situations, never prophylacticly. It’s time to broaden our understanding about what
is possible.
It’s likely that this legislation will be modeled by other
jurisdictions in the future. Send your comments to: pollinatorhealth@ontario.ca or by mail to: The Ministry of
Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, Policy Division, Food
Safety and Environmental Policy Branch, 1 Stone Road
West, Floor 2, Guelph Ontario N1G 4Y2
t
Nathan Carey is a Director of the NFU Grey County
Local 344 in Ontario. He runs a 50 acre diversified vegetable and pasture based operation with his wife, focusing on
ecological production and direct marketing.

ary principle and to strengthen integrated pest management
(IPM), are great steps in re-orienting the goals of agriculture back to the common good. IPM must be funded and
enacted for the public good. It is too easy for this tool to be
distorted by the same values and goals that have led us to
this crisis point.
Grain farmers as individuals have real fears about income loss resulting from regulating NNIs. It’s easy for me
to look at the science and say, “no worries, neonics have
almost no effect on yield.” It’s a different reality to be on
the front lines of potential crop losses with increasing debt
loads, increasing input costs and shrinking market power.
A simple solution is to promise to pay farmers for any losses they incur as a result of not having NNIs to use. If the
farmers feel the government is moving too fast then this
seems like a fair response back from the government: “We
won’t slow down, but we’ll take care of you if something
goes wrong.” In the final analysis, neonics are here because
of approvals from the federal government’s Pest Management Regulatory Agency and the risk-based assessment
model that large agricultural industry players vociferously
support.
Farming for the Future

All of this hoopla is in relation to one chemical tool
in the toolbox of grain farmers. A tool that
is designed to kill insect pests. While I may
not be a grain farmer I do have enough understanding of systems and ecosystem function to know that when cropping systems are
seated inside natural systems as grain farming certainly is then you have to play by nature’s rules. Pests that live in natural systems
respond to natural stimuli like short rotation
cycles, monocultures, lack of predation due
to lack of biodiversity, poor plant health due
to poor soil health, etc. Modern chemical dependent agriculture systems are designed to
deal with symptoms and not causes. These
systems will always be trapped with a set of
worst options because the systems are not
optimized for health. There is always another “innovation” to deal with the next crisis
because that is what the system is designed
to create and react to.
In the long run though nothing will
change – vis-a-vis toxic agrochemicals and
their negative outcomes – unless governments also take this opportunity to enshrine
and support non-chemical techniques as part
of IPM in these regulations. It is critical at
Watershed Sentinel
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by Joe Foy

F

or 30 years I have been proud
to work under the banner of
the Wilderness Committee.
It’s been a wild ride, with
more than my fair share of adventure.
I’ve climbed up an oldgrowth Sitka
spruce tree 20 storeys tall to help
construct a tree-top research station,
stared down an agitated mother bear
while exploring endangered spotted
owl habitat and crossed a white water
torrent in a plastic pool raft to get to
an ancient redcedar grove – all in the
quest to protect Canada’s wild nature.
During this time I have developed a pretty good sense of where
danger lurks, and how best to avoid it.
But I was completely taken by
surprise back in 2012 while using
what I thought was one of our oldest, most used, and safest tactics – the
written word.
Taseko Mines Ltd, a BC mining
company, didn’t like what we had to
say on our website about its proposed
mine project near Fish Lake on BC’s
Chilcotin Plateau. As a result, the
company sued us for defamation. Legal papers were delivered to our office
on March 1, 2012. And in the blink of
an eye I discovered that free speech
isn’t free. Sometimes you have to hold
your ground to defend it.
From that day forward we have
been embroiled in our court defence
against the mining company’s allegations, which has now lasted three
years and counting. A decision will be
delivered later this year.

Watershed Sentinel

One of the side effects of being sued is that I have increased my
knowledge of all things dangerous.
These include (but are not limited to):
tree climbing, river crossing, chainsaw operation, bear management, and
having an opinion. I now know a little more about the historical struggles
of people who openly speak and write
about what worries them.
Canadian defamation law comes
from English legal tradition. The laws

In the blink of an eye I discovered that
free speech isn’t free.

against saying uncomfortable things
about the rich and powerful go back
many centuries in England. Thankfully, the original English restrictions
on free speech have been weakened
over time, allowing common people more freedom to speak and write
what they actually think. This applies
to English speaking countries like the
UK, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand,
Canada, and the USA. But it’s the
USA that has made the greatest gains
when it comes to allowing its citizens
to voice their true concerns.
The greatest leap forward for free
speech in the USA happened as a result of an ad in the New York Times
that was published in 1960. The ad,
endorsed by an impressive list of
prominent Americans, called for donations to carry on the fight to end
36

racial segregation in Alabama. Those
who placed the ad were sued for what
they had written, and they lost their
case in the Alabama courts. They
were ordered to pay $500,000 in restitution. But eventually the Supreme
Court overturned Alabama’s ruling,
citing the US Constitution and its
commitment to free speech.
As a result of that US Supreme
Court decision, Americans can now
say or write pretty much what they
believe. In Canada we are not quite as
free, but things have been improving
thanks to some outspoken Canadians – including a few from our home
province, BC.
For example, radio host Rafe Mair
forcefully spoke out against those
who wanted to ban school books that
depicted gay parents. He was sued for
the words he chose on air. After first
losing in the BC court system, in 2008
he finally won in Canada’s Supreme
Court. By doing so, he advanced the
right of all Canadians to speak from
the heart.
Several years ago, environmental
activist Don Staniford was sued for
what he had written in opposition to
salmon farming on the BC coast. So
far the salmon farm company that
sued him is winning – but the case has
not yet made it to Canada’s top court.
And so the Wilderness Committee takes its place among those who
have stood accused of dangerous talk.
We do so proudly.
t
Joe Foy is the National Campaign
Director for the Western Canada Wilderness Committee, Canada’s largest
citizen-funded membership based
wilderness preservation organization.
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